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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, JUNE 5, 1906.

VOL. 43.
TO DELAY REPORT
ON

STATEHOOD

INTERSTATECOMMERCE
COMMISSION CONTINUES

GOVERNOR HAD
A GOOD TIME ESTANGIA

To Investigate Alleged Discrimination
In the Distribution of Coal

Is Loud in His Praise of Greeting Extended By People of Raton A

Cars.
Philadelphia,

Is Latest Move on

Part of Its
THE

NATURALIZATION

BILL

Passed House Without DiRate Legislation
vision
Back to Conference.

NO. 91.

June

Pleasant Trip.
B.

The

Inter-

state Commerce Commission today resumed the investigation Into the alleged discrimination in the distribution of coal cars. No subpoena has

been issued for President Cassatt of
the Pennsylvania Railroad,
E. V. W, Rossiter President of thei
New York Central and Hudson River
Railroad said in answer to questions
that he is a director of the Beech,
Creek Coal and Coke Company, repre-- !
senting the interests of the railroad1
company on, the board. He said the
railroad was given 5,000 shnres in the
Beech Creek Company when it was
organized en 1901, "for traffic rea-- ;
sons." No cash was paid for this In-- j
torest, The Beech Creek Company
was absorbed by the Pennsylvania
Coal and Coke Company, in which the
railroad company now owns B.000
same
shares of common stock, the
amount preferred and 500,000 worth
of five per cent" bonds. Under the
contract with the Beech Creek Company the railroad agreed to interest
itself in no other coal company except
the Clearfield Bituminous Corporation. Rossiter said it was" against the
policy of the New York Central to allow its officials to hold in Con) Mining
Companies.

Washington, D. C, June 5, The
naturalization bill passed the House
without a division.
Delaying Conference Report.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 5. It Is very apparent that the disposition among
leaders in the Sena te and in the House
of Representatives is to push through
all pending appropriation bills before
taking up the statehood matter for the
four territories. This Is also the
case with tlie railroad rate bill. The
desire is to get all appropriation Mils
not yet passed Into conference committee and then pay attention to the NOVELIST BARING- statehood and the freight rate measGOULD ALIVE
ures. During the discussion in the
Senate this morning Senator Foraker
acting Report of Hit Cousin's Death Caused
asked Senator Dillingham,
Erroneous Statement to Be
chairman of the committee on terriSent Out.
c
tories for the present on account of illness of Senator Beveridge: "When will
the conference committee report on
London, June 5. Rev. Sabine
the novelist, is alive and in
th Hamilton joint statehood bill be
brought before the Senate?" Senator good health. His cousin, Edward S.
,
died yesterday on the
Dillingham replied that he could not
tell. This angered the Ohio Senator steamer Norman at Port Elizabeth,
who then asserted that there were sev- Cape Colony, and this led to the ereral Senators who desired to be pres- roneous announcement of the death of
ent when the bill granting one section his cousin.
of public land to the city of Albuquerque and passed by the House came
that QUIET REIGNS
up for a vote. He Intimated
had this been the case, the bill would
IN COAL FIELDS
not have slipped through so easily.
Rate Bill Back to Conference.
Will Arrive Today and No
Washington, June 6. A discussion Troops
Trouble With Strikers
Further
reon the railroa4 rate bill conference
"
is Probable.
port in the Senate today showed consent
be
will
back
bill
the
that
clusively
Steuben ville, Ohio, June G. Quiet
to a conference; The conferees anthroughout the coal Teglon toreigns
nounced that they expected that
the arlval of the troops to
With
day.
..
day, it is expected that peace will be
To Rush Appropriation Bills. '
.Senator Hale urged all possible completely restored.
promptness In the disposition of , the
appropriation bills.
COBURN APPOINTED
"Do the very best we may," he said,
TO BURTON'S JOB.
"It will be the very last days of the
month before we con possibly get
Topcka, Kans., July 5. F. D.
through."
secretary of the Kansas state
He gave notice that immediately af- board of aerlculture who was appoint
ter the close of routine business he ed United States Senator, to succeed
would move to take up the naval ap- Senator Burton, is as yet undecided
propriation bill and suggested that this whether or not he will accept.
should be followed by other appropriation bills. Senator Tillman appealed
for a consideration of the conference
BALLOONISTS
report on the railroad rate bill.
"We expect the bill to be sent back
to a conference and It should not take
long to do that," he said. Senator
Hale gave way. The motion to proceed
to a consideration of the conference
report then prevailed.
Marriage and Divorce Bill Defeated.
Washington, D. C, June 6. The
Senate today voted to indefinitely
postpone the joint resolutions for an
amendment to the constitution which
would permit Congress to enact uniform laws for marriage and divorce.
This defeats the resolution.
Blanchard Gets Pension.
Special to the New Mexican.
EXPERIENCE
TERRIBLE
II
Washington, June 5. The President
today signed the bill Introduced by
Delegate W. H. Andrews and pushed
Aeronaut Who
through both Houses by his efforts, Of Third
granting a pension of $30 per month
Hung to Ropes While Bufto John W. Blanchard of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, who served during the
feted By Waves.
Civil War in Company B, 1st Regiment, Michigan Cavalry.
Nazari
miIhu. June 5. Captain
Signor Minoletti and Signor Usuelli
mnAa a Twilloon , ascencion
Saturday
ELECTION RETURNS
with the intention of crossing the Alps.
IN OREGON Their balloon was carried r over the
Appenines and dropped into the AdriaPortland, Ore., June 5. The elec- tic ' Nazari
Minoletti were
and
tion returns are incomplete, but indi- drowned. Usuelli clung to the ropes
cations point to the
of Gov- and was buffetted by the waves for
ernor George E. Chamberlain, a Demhours, being finally rescued by a torpeocrat The nomination and practical do boat. Minoletti was well known and
'
election of Jonathan Bourne, a Rewealthy.
publican to the United States Senate
over John M. Dearlng, a Democrat,
seems assured. W. C. Hawley, Re- COLONEL ANDREW G.
publican In the first district and W. R.
DICKINSON DEAD
Ellis, a Republican in the second district appear to be elected.
Aged Veteran of Civil War, Passes
Away in New York His RecNEW OFFICER8 OF
Ord.
y
TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION.

Governor Hagerman, who returned
last night from Raton was at work
in his office in the Capitol building at

II

si
I if

M

ALAMO CANON.

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flske, Profeswr W.
E. Garrison, W. E. Griffln, Mr. and
Mrs, Robert C. Garrett, Mr. and Mrs.
S. B. Grimshaw, Governor Herbert J.

EXCURSION
ITO

it

Gould,

2

PERISH

li

SEA

Were Swept Over
Appenines Into
Adriatic.

'

",

New York, June 5. Colonel Andrew
Indianapolis, Ind., June 5. The International Typographical Union to- Glassel Dickinson, died yesterday here.
day announced the election of officers He was born in Virginia in 1835, Dur
for two years, as follows: "Presi- ing the Civil War he was chief of
dent, James F. Lynch, of Syracuse,
New York; First Vice President, John
W.. Hayes, Minneapolis;
Secretary
and Treasurer, J. W. Bramwood, Denver, ..

staff Under General J. B. Magruaer.
He was one of Jhe officers of the as
the
saulting party which captured
United States war steamer Harriet
Lane. Toward the end of the war he
commanded the line of the Rio Grande
organizing the cotton bureau which
BIG MUSEUM TO PARIS.
s
supplied Texas and the
with supplies. He
sippi
departments
Moof
6.
Prince
The
J
use
Paris,
has been connected with the New
naco has notified M. Briand, minister
York Life Insurance Company,
intention
of public Instruction, of bis
to move bis famous oceang raphe must
eum from Monaco to Paris. The en- BAR SILVER AND
Mexican dollars.
tire collection, with the aquariums, laboratories and dependencies, will be
New York, June 5. There was an
brought to 'the French capital.
The museum will be housed in a abrupt decline today In the price of
building erected for the purpose In bar stiver which was attributed to the
the Rue SL Jaques, and the prince has recent"heavy sales of metal for the
set aside $800,000 for Its maintenance. East India account. Bar Silver fell
to. 66 cents, Mexican dolThe collection Is valued at more than from 67
to 61.
lars
12,000,000.
trans-Missi-

v;

4

IMS'

REPORTS

11

Hagerman, Professor Edgar L H;wett.
Mrs. Dora Hall, Professor Hiram Had-- ;
ley, Dr. W. S. Harrow, Mrs. X .P.i
Hogle, Mrs. Charles A. Haynes, Mrs.
I. B. Hanna, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Han-na- ,
,
Professor and Mrs. George B.InA. C. Ireland, H. S. Kaune, judge
and Mrs. N. B. Laughlin, C. E.' Linney,
Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie, Miss
Maude McFie, Captain Fred Muller,
Dr. J. A. Masslo, Miss Jessie Massie,!
J. W. McKean, Judge A. L. Morrison,
Miss Mary Morrison, Mrs. J. T. New-- j
hall, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Owen,
, TO
DIAZ
OVERTHROW
L. B. Prince, Arthur
.
Rev. J. L. Shively, William C.
Schnepple, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Sargent, H. F. Stephens, A. M. Speer, S. Is
Object of Members of JunSpitz, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Shearon,Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Schumann, Abrata in St. Louis Situation
ham Staab, Miss Bertha Staab, CapUnder Control.
tain Arthur Trelford, Mrs. B. B.
Thomas, J. P. Victory, J. H. Vaughn,
Professor J. A. Wood, Mr. and Mrs.
Bisbee, Ariz., Juno 5. Colonel W.
J. E. Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F. C. Greene, the president of the Greene
Walter, O. C. Watson, Mrs. Jacob Copper Company, who is at Cananea,
sent the following signed statement to
Welrmer, Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Yontz.
the Associated Press today:
"Some accounts of the disturbances
MEETING OF
at Cananea were very much exaggerated. The Mexican authorities are
ClTYCOUNClt giving
full prqiteetlon to our lnterests;f
work is being resumed at the mines
to
Afternoon
Resolutions
Yesterday
and smelters. General Torres is in
Prevent Street Blocades and to
absolute control of the situation. EviRepair Crossings.
dently a false nnd malicious report
has been extensively circulated by InThe regular meeting of the City terested parties for mercenary moCouncil was held In the office of Coun- tives."
ty Treasurer Celso Lopez at the court
Was Liberal Party Responsible?
house at 4 o'clock yesterday afterSt. Louis, June 5. Members of the
noon, Mayor T. B. Catron, presiding. junta, or Mexican liberal party, who
The councilmen present were George say they believe they are the persons
W. Armijo, R. L. Baca, Teodoslo Cas- accused by United Slates Ambassador
tillo, Marcelino Garcia, H. S. Kaune, Thompson of having incite the strike
Celso Lopez and Pedro Quintana. City at Cananea, were found
today at 2405
Clerk A. P .Hill was also at his desk.i Lafayette Avenue, where they are pubJ. H. Walker was the only member
lishing a paper called the "Regenera-cion"- .
absent. The following business was
Antonio I. Villareal, secretary
transacted:
of the junta, is in charge of the headThe reports for the month of May quarters. He said:
of City Treasurer L. F. Montenle, City
"We have been simply printing the
Clerk A. P. Hill, Police Magistrate truth about conditions at the Greene
Jose Maria Garcia, and City Marshal mines. We have been making a fight
C. M. Conklin were submitted and re- for a square deal for Mexican laborferred to the finance committee.
ers and we will continue the fight.
A resolution was presented by CounTo Overthrow Diaz.
cilman Armijo providing that action
"Our great purpose is to overthrow
be taken by the council to prevent the
President Diaz. We shall not depart
blocking of the street by the delivery from
that purpose until the work is
wagons of grocerymen. .The matter
was referred to the committee on ordi- accomplished. But we do not hold ournances and licenses', which committee selves responsible for the riot and
was instructed to draft an ordinance bloodshed nnd wn have nothing to
fear."
governing the blocking of streets by
Burned in Lumber Yard.
vehicles.
A resolution providing for the conDouglas, Ariz., June 5. Edward
struction of cross walks on the east Howard, of Santa Barbara, California,
and west sides of the Plaza and for the is thought to have been burned to
repairing of the crossings on San death in the lumber yard fire at CanaFrancisco Street, was referrpd to the nea. He went to work for the comcommittee on streets and bridges, pany the day before the riot. Captain
which will report at the next regular Rynning has been called to Phoenix
to explain his action in leaving the
meeting.
A petition signed by Louis Napo- territory in command of volunteers.
leon and six other property owners,
asking that Botulph Avenue be opened from the St. Michael's College WORK TO BEGIN
grounds to Garcia Street, was referON OPERA HOUSE
red to the committee on streets and
bridges. The committee will acertain In Near Future Local Elks
Pushing
the cost of grading and report at. the
Plans to Float the
next meeting.
Bonds.
A petition signed by the members
of the council requesting the appointWith the purchase of the lot on
ment of Manuel Gonzales as an extra
Lincoln Avenue, Just at the rear of
pqliceman was presented to Mayor the Old Palace
building from the City
Catron, whereupon he made the ap- Board of Education
by Santa Fe
pointment.
Lodge No.- 460, B. P. O. Elks, the proThe matter of repairing culverts
new theater and club house bewithin the city limits was referred to jected
comes almost an assured proposition.
City Marshall Conklin, who was insSome time ago the lodge voted in
tructed to report any expense Incurfavor of the Issuance of first mort
red to the committee on streets and
gage bonds,' drawing seven- per cent
bridges. The latter committee will interest to the amount of
$25,000 for
then report to the city council by
the purpose of securing funds with
which action will be approved.
which to construct the building. In
The
committee on streets and addition to this an
Inaugural perform
was
authorized to purchase a ance has been
bridges
planned, the production
hand cart to be used in cleaning the of
which will cost nearly $1,000. The
streets.
will consist of from forty to
A new ordinance providing that all company
sixty people and will be strictly high
city ordinances shall be recognized In class in
every sense. Seats will be
all courts was adopted.
sold at advanced prices on this occa
It was decided that hereafter, the
sion, and the entire net proceeds will
regular meetings of the city council be added to the
building fund.
shall be held on the second instead of
A building such as is being planned
the first Monday of the month. The
by the Elks is much needed in Santa
council then adjourned.
Fe as it will be an inducement to
conventions and other public gather
CRETAN QUESTION
ings to meet in this city. Active proSTRAIGHTENED OUT. moting will be begun at once, the
Elks having secured the services of
London, June 6. The Observer H. D. Clarke an experienced promoter
says that as a result of King Edward's and builder in this line. Mr. Clarke's
recent visit to Greece a settlement of duty will be to assist in selling the
the Cretan question Is probable, Greek bonds recently Issued and completing
'
the International all arrangements for the opening per
troops replacing
nave
guards, Suda bay lapsing to Great Bri- formance. Several architects
tain and Prince George of Greece be- submitted plans for the new building.
but as yet .no contract has been made.
coming governor of Cyprus.
Hag-gett-

Sent Out By
terested Parties
Says Greene.

Society.
WILL BE

FALSE

Camp.

SHE

PARK

Under Auspices of
Archaeological

Baring--

Baring-Gould-

,

Spot Near Which Archaeological Society Will Establish Permanent

TRIP

Selig-man-

Entire Expense to Members
$7.50 to Each Parti-cipa-

-

nt

The Santa Fe Archaeological Society met last evening in the classic Ben
Hur Room of the Old Palace. Judge
John R. McFie presided and Paul A.
F. Walter acted as secretary. The
following were elected to membership: Colonel and Mrs. Max Frost,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Schumann, Mr.
aadvWra. R. C. Garrett; Mr. and Mrs.
E. A. Fiske, Miss Staab, Miss Easley,
and John K. Stauffer, J. W. McKean,
A. Staab, S. B. Grimshnw nnd Charles
F. Easley.
First Excursion July 3.
Tho committee on excursions made
a full report and It was decided to run
the first excursion to the Pajarlto
Park on July 3, 4 and 5. The number
to participate has been limited to forty. Tents, teams and comlssary will
be supplied by the Society. A common table will be served nnd cooks
and guides will be taken along, three
members having volunteered to serve
as guides. For future excursions,
guides will have to be paid. In consethe
quence of these arrangements,
cost to each member will be only $7.50
for the three days' trip to the Alamo
Canon and side trips to the Otowi and
tho Tsankawi mesas, and into Bear
and other nearby canons, under thoucomnnd
caves
of
sands
The
entire
munal
dwellings.
overland.
trip will' be made
The camp will be established at a
spring in the Alamo Canon and there
six tents will be pitched. Several of
these are to be permanent and will be
permitted to remain for future excursions. It was resolved to extend to a
limited number of persons, not members of the Society, the opportunity to
accompany the excursion. To these,
the cost will be $10 per person, covering team hire, meals and shelter for
the ladies. This is far less than It
for team hire
would cost tourists
alone, not to speak of guides, meals
preparaand shelter. As extensive
tions are necessary to make the excursion a success, it ws resolved that
every person who desires to accompany it, be he a member or not of the
Society, should register his hame with
Postmaster Paul A. V. Walter before
the next meeting of the Society which
will be held on Monday, June 25.
Considerable business of a routine
nature was transacted before adjournment. The old records of the society
having been mislaid, it was resolved
to publish the names of members up
on the books of the society at present
so that old members who have failed
to hand in their names or members
more recently elected to membership,
whose names have been Inadvertently
Secretary
overlooked, may notify
Frank Dibert or Treasurer A. H. Brod-heaof the fact and pay their dues of
.
$1 a year to the latter,
Thanked Mr. Bursum.
A resolution was adopted thanking
Hon. H. 0. Bursum for his generous
permission to the society to use the
Ben Hur room in the Old Palace for
its meetings and for permission to
throw It open to the public, especially
tourists, under the supervision of the
society. For that purpose, keys will
be kept In the future at the residence
of Judge John R, McFle where they
may he had upon application. W. P.
Clarke also has been given keys for
the same purpose, v
The membership on record, eighty-eighin all, Is as follows:
Judge and Mrs.' A. J, Abbott, Cap
tain E..C. Abbott, Miss Atkinson, A,
H. Brodhead, H. P. Bardshar, R. M.
Cheever, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Mr. and Mrs. Amado Chaves,
A. B. Craycraft, Clinton J. Crandall,
Frank Dibert, .Mr. and iMrs.. Fred C.
Dezendorf, Robert, S. Demler, Samuel
Eldodt, Charles F. Easley, Miss Ethel
Easley, Colonel and Airs. Max. Frost,
d

.

.
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an early hour this morning attending
to accumulated business.
"Did I enjoy my trip to Raton?" he
said. "I certainly did."
"My reception surpassed my expectations, although I had anticipated a
good time. Thave visited a good many
places but I must say that I never
have been In a city where I was made
to feel more at home. One and all,
young and old, business men and laborers combined to welcome me and
the time I spent In that city was
crowded with pleasure.
"I was greatly surprised at the
progress and development on every
side. I knew that Raton was a grow
ing city but I was surprised to see
the advance It has made of late. It is
a prosperous community
and from
what I could observe, it has at lis
bead, a set of business men and a citi
zenship who will take advantage of
every opportunity for the betterment of
the cKy. I found out by experience
that they know bow to entertain. I
felt right at home from the time I ar
left. Nothing was loft
rived tint
undone, to contribute to my comfort
or enjoyment. There were so many
proofs of tlioughtfulness in little matters, that 1 could not enumerate if I
tried.
"I enjoyed the reception and ball
thoroughly but a feature of my visit
which impressed me deeply was the
trip to the coal fields. To say that 1
was surprised at the developments
made in those fields docs not express
my thoughts adequately. I was simply astounded. There Is a great future
for that district. I was only sorry that
I could not see more of it. A person
coud spend a week in that coal field
and learn something new every day.
"Since I have been appointed governor, I have received a number of
receptions at all of which I was royally entertained. However, you can
say for me, that foremost among them
will always rank in my memory, the
greeting given me by the people of
Raton and vicinity. I certainly had
a fine time."
1

ANNUAL SESSION
Several Thousand Expert doctors and
Surgeons in Attendance Elaborate Plant.
Boston, Mass., June 5. With clinics
of
arranged for every department
medicine and surgery and with daily
sessions planned for the different departments or sections, the annual con
vention of the American Medical Association was opened here today. There
are several thousand physicians and
surgeons in attendance.

on

BUTCHERING YARD

Advocated by
Mayor Dunne of

Is

Chicago.
PACKERS

JjLEMl

STEADYPROGRESS

Ample Water Supply Raised By
Windmills.
BIG

ffllljff

SETTLERS

Very Good Prospects for
Real
Crops This Season
Estate Values.
J. C. Peterson, immigrant agent at
Estuncia, arrived In the city last Saturday evening to renew his maps and
make preparation for the next excursion of homesnekers, which will reach
seen
Estancia
Thursday. When
by a representative of. the New Mexican last evening, Mr. Peterson had
the following to say:
"We are expecting a large crowd of
Immigrants to reach tne Estancia Valley for the purpose of taking up homesteads on the 10th Instant. The railroads have made a low home seekers'
rate of $23 for a round trip from all
points west of the Mississippi River.
People are taking advantage of this
cheap way of traveling and each excursion brings many anxious home
seekers who desire to take advantage
of the homestead privilege and at the
same time live in
a beautiful and
climate, such as that of
New Mexico.
We are receiving many
Inquiries from people In the eastern
and southern states, Including Texas,
but as home seekers' tickets cannot
be purchased in the latter state, most
of our settlers in the Estancia Valley
huve been and are coming from Iowa,
Kansas and Missouri. This is proof
that as long as there is a section of
iand left In the Estancia Valley many
easterners who have $23 to spare make
Investigation trips.
"Land Is appreciating In value right
along. Recently I purchased a lot In
the town of Estancia adjoining the de- pot, paying for the same $300. In a
few days thereafter I was offered $400
f
of the lot, which I defor
clined. I believe Estancia vrtll grow
nd that very rapidly and
,eat
i:i Cue upbuilding ot th? '.own will, in
handsome
results.
my opinion, bring
Residence lots range from $75 to $125
and business lots sell all the way from
$300 to $500.
"Of course, there Is much said about
the water supply in the Estancia Valley, and there Is no doubt but that the
circulation of this superstitious ldea
keeps many people from coming and
Investigating. Anyone who is the least
skeptic about the supply ot water will
be surprised to see the many good
wells in which abundance of water has
been struck close to the top of the
ground. C. E. Adamson has plenty of
water at 20 feet, and I have seen
other wells where you could take a cup
and dip water from near the top of
the ground. The supply of water is
lnexnaustible as far as the force of an
ordinary windmill h concerned, and
there is sufficient wind to turn the
wheel of every mill In the valley.
"One thing that we need is a bank
and I have recently learned that the
United States Bank and Trast Company of your city will soon start a
branch bank in our town. Same would
have a wide patronage and I am sure
would prosper.
"You ought to see some of our
German farmers. They certainly work
and as a result have nice crops of alfalfa, beans, etc. They are watched
very closely by those who have never
before engaged In farming."
Charles Peterson from Iowa has recently arrived In Estancia and Is now
working In conjunction with his brother as Immigration agent. They will
soon build a new office building and
will then be better prepared to accommodate new comers.
Mr. Peterson states that he will
leave next Saturday for Des Moines,
Iowa, where he will distribute Immigration literature and do a lot of talking for New Mexico, thereby inducing
as many people as possible to come to
the Sunshine Territory and settle. He
will return with an excursion from
the east, which will start on the 19th
Instant.

.
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MEDICAL ASSOCI ATION

COT

VALLEY

UP

Plants Along Lines Suggested
By Investigation Commission in Report.
June 4. Mayor
Ills.,
Chicago,
Dunne has declared himself In favor
of the city owning a slaughtering
plant where the packers would be
compelled to kill their cattle and prepare meat for sale under municipal
supervision. At least three big plants
attempted yesterday to remedy the
conditions condemned In the report
of the President made public yesterday. Toilet arrangements were renovated, the floors were cleaned, the
walls scraped, and light and ventila
tion improved. Tho foremen were told
that the rule against expectoration
must be enforced or a discharge
would follow. The use of tobacco in
all forms was forbidden.
Inspectors on Duty,
were
Three sanitary
inspectors
sent today to the Stock Yards by Com
missioner of Health Whalen with ins
tructions to make a thourogh inspec
tion of the handling of meat and other
sanitary conditions. Building inspec
tors were also sent to the yards to re
port any violations of the building ordinances.

RUSSIAN PEASANTS
ARE SOCIALISTS
Doctrines of This Political Sect Ap
peal to Down Trodden People of
Czar.

'

KILLED THREE BEARS
IN ONE NIGHT
C. H. Brlgham of Anchor, Responded

to Alarm and Slayed Animals
Destroying Sheep.
Quite a little excitement was created
at Anchor last Tuesday morning, says
C.
H.
the Red River Prospector.
Brigham had started after his horse
when he met a Mexican sheep herder
who wanted him to go and get his gun
and kill a drove of bears that were
killing the sheep. Mr. Brlgham got
his gun end went with the man to the
battle field near midnight where they
found four bears at their deadly work.
Mr. Brlgham did not do very much
preliminary skirmishing but gave battle at once and when the sound ot his
rifle had died In the distance and the
enemy was routed he counted the fallen foe and found three had met death
by his Tinerrlng rifle, the mother and
two yearling cubs were the victims.
In the past week or two the bears had
killed about twenty sheep for the
herder.

SL Petersburg, June 6. The extent
to which socialistic theories have tak
is
en possession of the proletariat
evinced by the agrarian program
adopted by the radical peasant work
men erouoed In the lower House of
To Investigate Lawless Acts.
Parliament which aims ultimately not
St. Petersburg, June 5. The lower
only at a complete nationalization of
the land with its attendant total aboli House today appointed a permanent
tion of private property but also a committee to Investigate the lawless
acts ot military and civil officials.
socialization of all industry.

,

SANTA

PAGE TWO.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE

MEXICAN

NEW

MAX. FROST,

Editor.

THE IMPORTANCE

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, See'yTreas.

Entered as Second Class Mai tor at the Santa Fe Postofflop,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
Dally, six months, by mail
$ .20 Daily, three month., by mall
Dally, per week, by carrier
1.00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
six month
75 Wet-'kly- ,
Dally, per month, by mall

Polly, one year, by mall

7.50

4.00
2.00
2.00
1.00

75

Weekly, per quarter

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce In the Territor, and has a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of tbo Southwest.

UMIOH(ill.ABtT

THE LEADING

DAILY IN THE LAND OF SUNSHINE.

Editor A. L. Sangve of the Doming Graphic, who came to New
Mexico twenty-fou- r
years ago and who is right well acquainted with
and men of the Sunshine Territory, in a
resources
conditions, politics,
recent issue prints the following very readable and interesting article on
the enlargement and improvement of the Daily New Mexican inaugurated two weeks ago. The New Mexican cannot refrain from
it as there would bo neither justice nor reason in hiding its light under a
bushel basket The Graphic is herewith tendered the sincere thanks of
this paper for this comment which contains among other facts, a very
neat and juicy story that is quite characteristic and worthy of record
in the columns of the New Mexican. It is too good to be kept out and
that it might enlighten the future historian of
is therefore
in
the
the future State of New Mexico or Arizona. It happened
year of our Lord 1883 at the then new town of Ihiton when the editor
of the Graphic made his entrance into the Sunshine Territory, rather a
sick man at the time but today still doing pretty well, having been benefited
climate. The Graphic
greatly by New Mexico's unsurpassed, health-givin- g
says:
"About the first sound we ever heard in New Mexico was the voice
of some man in a Baton hotel cursing Colonel Max. Frost for something
he had said or done that displeased him. We had been in Raton about
five minutes.
Had never heard of Colonel Max. Frost up to that moment.
''His name and fame had never penetrated the narrow confines of
our sick room in an eastern city. This was in the spring of 1883. We
frequently heard of him subsequent to that date through the columns
We first made his acquaintance
of the territorial Democratic papers.
through the medium of the Santa Fe New Mexican. We know him now,
not alone by his paper which for over forty years has been a power in
this Territory, but by his unfaltering devotion to the best interests of
New Mexico, by his constant and faithful efforts to lay deep and solid
the foundation, on which the grand superstructure of a new empire is
about to be erected.
,

"For over forty years he has fought for single statehood for
and has seen the act for its admission turned down by Congress

New-Mexic-

seventeen times.

"But Colonel Max. Frost and the Santa Fe New Mexican are still
in the lead in this struggle, and they and all who have worked with them
are bound to win.
"Recently, the New Mexican litis been enlarged from a six to a seven
column daily.
It has with its enlargement undergone many improvements, is, as it always has been, politically sound, ably edited, and contains all the latest press dispatches, and territorial news. It is printed
at the Capital and is the leading daily journal in the 'Land of Sunshine.' "

THE MATTER WILL COME UP AGAIN.
The Boswell Record is of the opinion that the New Mexican feels
hurt and is grieved because it did not secure what the Record is pleased
to call "The City Printing" of Santa Fe. The Record is mistaken or is
indulging in yellow fancies. This paper is neither grieved nor feels injured at the transaction referred to by the Record. This will hurt the
man who is implicated much more than it possibly can this paper. The
j'acts are short: A few days before the meeting of the Santa Fe City
Council in May last, the New Mexican was requested to submit a bid
for the printing of the city ordinances in pamphlet form. This was done
and a bid, addressed to Hon. Thomas B. Catron, mayor of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, was stint that official four days before the meeting at which
the bids for this printing were to be opened. At the meeting of the
City Council, at which the bids were considered, the Council retired into
executive session and no bid of the New Mexican Printing Company
was submitted by the mayor. That the same reached Mayor Catron is
not disputed and is a fact. That oflieial did not submit the bid to the
Council. There are two explanations possible and only two. One that
he, with malice aforethought, did not submit the bid for his own reasons,
and in order to get even with the New Mexican, because this paper has
been his political opponent for some years. The other, that he simply neglected so to do. The New Mexican gave Mr. Catron a chance to make
his explanations through these columns, if he so desired. He has not
availed himself of this. The pecuniary loss to the New Mexican in this
matter is small as its bid was very low. It can stand this very well. The
matter may be of no consequence to Mr. Catron now, but never fear, it
will appear to plague him when he may not wish it to do so. The New
Mexican does not charge Mr. Catron at this time with intentional neglect in the duties of his office, although it was either that or unintentional neglect. This paper is investigating and it believes in due course
of time, it will be able to state whether Mr. Catronl conduct was an
intended dereliction of duty, or whether it was brought about by forget-fulnes- s.
The latter theory may prove a fact, although the circumstances
up to date do not so indicate. This matter will be referred to agajn at
the proper time.

IE SEW

OF NEWSPAPERS

MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.
IN

LOOK HER

THIS CAMPAIGN.

These times the services of the great speaker and eloquent orator in
political campaigns are not much in demand. The daily and weekly new
papers have taken their places. It mav be that this situation may change,
but the fact that it now exists must be taken into consideration. This
should be a hint to the political managers in New Mexico, both Republican
and Democratic. If they would reach the people in this coming campaign
Not only for the reason above
they must do it through the newspapers.
also
of
account
on
but
the
fact
that
stated,
today there is a scarcity of
men in the Sunshine Territory w"ho can impress by speeches and orations
the people upon the important questions that will come before them and
on which they will be called to vote November 6th next. Statehood
may not be among those questions, although the New Mexican believes
it will be; the territorial campaign in itself will he of sufficient and great
The population of New Mexico has grown greatly since the
importance.
census year of 1900 and is estimated as at least 100,000 above the figures
given iu that year. The greater part of this increase has taken place
in the past two years and the settlers and immigrants who have come
here are mostly unacquainted" with general conditions as they exist in
the Territory, and with the legislation that should be enacted for the
advancement and proper administration of governmental affairs here.
The Territory is extensive; its population is still very sparse; mass
meetings of great dimensions cannot be easily nor often arranged and
prove successful on account of the great distances between settlements,
Localise of the loss of time to country peoplo who attend them and the
great traveling expenses to he incurred in sending speakers to attract an
audience to them. Hence, the newspaper is the surest, most effective
and safest agency to use for the enlightenment and information of the
thousands of settlors and immigrants who have, within the past few years,
e
settled in the farming, agricultural and stock raising sections of the
Territory. The Now Mexican believes that the party which takes
hold of this subject in a proper, efficient and strenuous manner and
uses the newspapers for the information and imparting of knowledgo to
the people will be a gainer in the coming elections, be they state or
territorial, and will beat the party that shall prove itself sluggish, slow
and inefficient in that linn.

TUESDAY, JUNE
FOR IT.

Many a Santa Fe Reader Will Be In

tf rested,"
When peoplo read about the cures
made b'' a medicine endorsed from faT
away, Is It surprising that they wonder If the statements are true? But
when they read of cases) right here
at home, positive proof Is within thoir
reach, for close Investigation Is an
easy matter.
surveyor's
Sandoval,
Genovevo
chalnman, of Gallsteo Street, says: "It
I had not the greatest faith in Doan's
Kidney Pills, I would never have gone
out of my way to recommend them to
more than one of my friends and acquaintances. 1 had backache for about
a year, not continually," but 1 never
knew the moment when a recurrence
would take place. I tried more than
one medicinal preparation guaranteed
before 1
to stop such annoyances
went to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doflns
Kidney Pills, but I metwlth very Indifferent success. The treatment with
Joan's Kidney rills positively stopped
the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, solo agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Foster-Milcur-

n

Sun-shin-

The shape of the report of the joint conference committee on the
Hamilton statehood bill puts its success into the doubtful class. The
two Democratic members of the conference committee would not accede
to the proviso that the first Foraker amendment be incorporated in the
bill and signed the report accordingly.
This leaves the question of
determination a subject for fight and debate in both Houses. It is believed, however, from latest reports that the administration will be
strong enough to carry the report and pass the bill in accordance with the
views of the majority of the conference committee.
Senator Foraker has
signed the report and therefore there will be no Ilepublican opposition
to the measure.
The Republicans in both Houses have plenty of strength
to do as they desire if they get together, Tt looks as if this would be
the case. If so, the people of New Mexico will have a strenuous time
of it for the next five months.
There is no certainty of the outcome.
More anon, as soon as the fate of the Hamilton 4ill shall be decided.
The contract for the construction of a new jail for this county to
in this city was awarded yesterday by the Board of County
Commissioners to John-A- .
Laughlin, of Trinidad, Colorado. It is to
be built partly of stone, partly of brick and
partly of artificial stone,
with steel
The building is to be strong, of the best
sanitary character and as comfortable as it ought to be. The county
commissioners are entitled to the thanks of all decent and well meaning
citizens for their action.
Two grand juries have reported on the utter
inadequacy, unhealthy and miserable condition of the present rotten
adobe "jacal"' now used as a jail. There is not a citizen in this town who
does not know that the present jail is a disgrace to the county and to
its people, as well as a menace and injury to the health of people confined
there, in addition to being absolutely unsafe and incapable of securely
confining prisoners. The county commissioners did well and the people
will approve.
be located

AND RETURN.
May 31st to June 9lh, via itho Santa
Fe, $60.65, dates of sale May 31st to
June 9th, good for return passage un
til July 15th. Call on aj?enfs of the
BOSTON

Santa Fe for particulars.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

MEASURE

THAT SHOULD

BECOME

A

LAW.

Deafness Cannot be Cured
bv local (ipnl lent loin, n they rannnt reach
tlie dliettsed portion of the (fit. Ther. It only
one way to cure deafnenn ud that it ,y
constitutional remedied, Dmdien In oaiwd
by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lln
tutor toe hiwraehlnn nine. wnentM.Mihe
It Inflamed you hity a rnmhllnc tnundor
Imperfect hearing, and when It It entirely
cloned, Denfneiw la the result, Jml miles the
Inflammation can be taken oirt and thin tube
r.xtorert to lt normal condition, henrl'ig; will
no destroyed former: nine cones out of ten
are named by Catarrh, which in nothing but
an Inflamed eoi dltionnf tbemiicoiiamirfaaaa.
We will give On Hundred Dollar, for any
oaae of Deafnen (earned by catarrh; that
cannot be cured by Uall'a Catarrh Cure
Send for circular, free.
P. J. CHKNET ACO., Toledo, O.
Sold by

Drurgiitt,

73c.

Take Uall'i Faintly Pill, for constipation.

TOURIST RATES.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
Grande. Tickets on sale Juno 1st to
September 30, final limit October SXst
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
either direction. To Denver and return $22.65. To Pueblo and return
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and return $19.55.
P. H. M'BRIDFS, Agent.
SUMMER

st

Politics is warming up and the political condition of this Territory
will soon be heated. In Eddy County both parties have placed tickets
in the field and the fray is on in earnest. In other counties preparations
are being made for the commencement of the fight. In this county, T.
B. Catron, leader of a faction which for more than two years has been
identified with the Democratic party of the county, is endeavoring to find
v ays and means by which to rejoin the Republican ranks which he and
his followers left in the spring of 1901. In two city campaigns and
in one county campaign, Catron and his adherents were without the Republican breastworks and fought the party. If he can have his way, or
if he and his adherents can get back into Republican ranks somehow,
the chances are that they will make the attempt. The New Mexican
learns that propositions to this effect have been proffered by the Catron
faction, but have not as yet been considered by those in charge 6f the
regular Republican organization in Santa Fe County,

from date of aale. For particulars
quire of any agfnt, Santa Fe.

In-

beerr-neglect-

1

TO CLOUDCROFT.
Summer Resort In Our Own Terrt-- !
ory.
Commencing June 1st, good for return September 29th, 1906, the Santa
Fo Central Railway,
in connection
with the B. P. & S. W. Railway; will
sell round trip tickets at the low rate
of $14.fi5. For advertising matter descriptive of Cloudcmft, call on or address S. B. Urtmshaw, General Passenger Agent.
A

of the Buffering and danger in store for her, robs the
expectant mother
1
oi me coming event, and cast over her a
j
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend
during pregnancy robs
1
pain and danSer ttnd 'inures safety to Jife of mother
and
This cientific liniment is a god-sen-d
to 'ail Women at th
time of their most critical trial. Not
only doe Mather's Friend
carry women afely. through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepare the system for the coming event, prevents "mortintf
Ala- sirkriRfia" and nth

"""pws

h,

mu
uiuggiuis Hi fjlyi
per bottle. Book
wuia.uuig T.maiMc luiurmguon tree.
Brsdfield Kegwlatof Co., Atlanta,
wjr

Wi .00

u
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AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

COM
FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely

Mutual Insurants

a

Rational Surety

PA,
Company.

Co., of JScw

York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rate.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

On of tie Best Hotels in the West
Cuiafac and Table Service Unexcelled

Lap Sajnpk

Rooms for Commudal TraTcIcn.

INCOME & GABLE, Proprietors.

it- ,-

L

a
a

A

1

I
V

R
E

..

V

HOTEL

I

.jVin

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Might. Press the Button we do the rest.

Gwonaclo Hotel
The Beat flOe Rooms in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Day.
Regular Meals, 25c.
Sprves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season."
222 San Francisco St,
South Side Plaza.'.

G.

LUPE HERRERA. Proprietor.
bANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SAfJTA FE

SAfJlTApij

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES FOR

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet and treatment, as approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal 9tndy and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever
and other patients.
For further particulars address,

DIt J. H.

8I.OAN, Medlcnl Director, SANTA

FE,

N. M.

Fresh Fruits In Season.

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church,

8anta Fe, New

Mexico.

Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

& MOMTEME

DUDROVJ
Ocdertahers anl

Eabalners
ALL KINDS

Or PICTURE

Ddow'i

FRAMING.

Office BttMnf.

Day Tekpoo 35.
LB.Hmsm.Bm.iuJi

the:
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

If your stocach troubles you do not
conclude there Is no cure, for a great
many have been permanely cured by
The Bhort line between Santa P.,! Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Taband all points ot Central 4 a. el, arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Albuquerque
lets. Get a free sample at 'any drug
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
and
Western
New Mexico and Roswell
store and give them a trial. They also
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
Wd the Pecos Valley, saving passen- m. This Is the schedule time allowed
euro constipation and biliousness.
gers and malls at least 24 hours in for carrying the mail, but under favortime In making these points i also con- able conditions, the 'trip Is made in
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
Ton can get some bargains in the necting at Torrance with the Rock Is- about half the time. Grips and hand
real estate-linright now by calling land system for all points east and sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.
on the reliable real eistate dealers, rest,
Office west side
Htnjhes a Delgarto.
of Plata--.
J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Ro&well, New Mexico,
e

O

flSEHGY

H. S. LUTZ,
Kanta Fe, N. M.

THE VERY BEST REMEDY FOR
BOWEL TROUBLE.
Mr. II. F. Borroughs, an old and
well known resident of Buffton, Ind.,
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble. I
make this statement after having
used the remedy In my family for
several years. I am never without
it." This remedy Is almost sure to
be needed before the summer is over.
" 'God made the
country' and from the way in which roads have Why not buy It now and be
prepared
the impression seems to have prevailed that it would be for such an
emergency? For sale by
all druggists.
sacrilege not to leave it just as God made it." Kansas City Star.
This is evidently the belief that has obtained in New Mexico, lo,
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
these many years and seems to be
devoutly believed in by many county
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
officials at the present time.
A change is coming about but it is
mighty June 1st to September 30th the
slow,
Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
and return at the rate of $22.50; Colorado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
Reports are from all over this great country, including the Sunshine Territory that the United States is to have another remarkable Tickets on sale daily nd are good for
return passage until Odtober 31st.
year of prosperity, great crops, industrial advancement and strenuous
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
'
business activity. This is singular and
Santa Fe, N. M.
passing strange when it is considered that the Albuquerque Fakir Journal and the New Mexico
yellow
If you know the value of Chamber-lath'- s
dog sheets, tax dodgers and knockers declare the reverse. :r
Salve you would never wish to
o- be without it. Here are some of the
"If Colonel Max. Frost and the New Mexican were,dropped out of diseases for which It Is especially valuable; Sore nipples, chapped hands,
the galaxy the editorial columns of one or two territorial
newspapers burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
would look extremely hypnotic." White Oaks Outlook.
Sore eyes, Itching piles, tetter, salt
That is all right
Unjust accusations and false charges by newspa- rheum and eczema. Price 25 cents
pers and men opposed to the New Mexican do no harm in the long run. per box. For sale by all druggists.

A EbWiriXllEIR

PENN

FRIENDS.
There are many people who have
used Chamberlain's
Colic;
Cholera,
and Diarrhoea Remedy with splendid
nknown he-- !
results, but who are
cause they have hesitated about glv- Ing a testimonial ot ;thelr experience
for publication. These people, however, are none the less friends of this
remedy. They have done much toward
making it. a household word by their
personal recommendations to friends
and neighbors. It is a good medicine
to have in the home and Is widely
known for Its cures of diarrhoea and
all forms of bowel trouble. For sale
by all druggists.

de

Is an ordeal which all
women approach with;
indescribable fear, for
nothing compare with
the pain and horror of

GENERAL

UNKNOWN

The beef trust and the meat packers are bluffing. President Roosevelt will stand no bluff, as the combination will find out in
course
of time. The scheme which these trust magnates are. said to have
up
their sleeves to fight the election of Republican nominees for the 60th
Congress this fall will go glimmering and will not be successful.
The
people, the plain people, the bone and sinew of the country will not stand
the trick. J t is too well established that the Republican national
policies
arc for the good of the country, and in order to benefit the
greatest majority Democratic leaders and statesmen may dream otherwise, but the
results on November fith next will dispel their fata
niorganas.

The bill now pending in the Senate giving the United States the
right to appeal in certain criminal cases is in the right direction and in
furtherance of justice.
If the bill becomes law its provisions cannot
be detrimental in any direction, but may prove of great benefit, especially
in cases of violations of the anti-trulaws of the United States.
The
Kansas City Star pertinently remarks on the subject:
"In reporting favorably the bill giving the government the right
to appeal in criminal cases under specified circumstances, the Senate judiciary committee has advanced the cause of common justice. Under the
provisions of the proposed law it would be the right of the government
to appeal from a decision quashing or setting aside an indictment; from
a decision sustaining a demurrer to an indictment or any count of an Truth must
prevail.
indictment; from a decision arresting a judgment of conviction for insufficiency of an indictment, and finally, from a decision sustaining a
plea in bar when the defendant has not been in jeopardy. If this bill
becomes a law it will be in response to President Roosevelt's message
on the ruling of Judge Humphrey in the packers' case."

IMCE

C THE

,

A

BERGEEE
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Harris, Democratic nominee for Governor of Kansas,
makes the tariff question paramount in his letter of acceptance of the
nomination.
Mr. Harris will find that the people of the Sunflower State
are certainly too prosperous, too contented and too well to do to pay any
attention to the spook which he conjures.
Kansas is properly an agricul-ura- l
state, but; its farmers are always greatly benefited by the existence of LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
paying and busy industrial establishments; they will certainly not be
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
foolish enough to vote for state officials who favor free trade and a tariff
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
for revenue only. Kansas farmers who are the bulk of the
voting ele- at one fare for the round trip. Dates
ment in v the state and who cannot he classed as
chumps politically, or of sale June 5, 12, 14, 19, 2fi; July 10,
otherwise, will not cut their noses to spite their faces. The Democratic 19, 20, 21. 22, 27, 31; August 7, 14,
nominee for Governor will have to find another issue with which to break 21, 23, 24, 2S; September 3, 18, 25, 27,
28, 29; (Mtober 2, 9, 16; limit 30 lays
into the Kansas executive office.
,
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.
hut It takes money to handle

Ths eldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1170.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
Assistant Cashier.

and the man wan

propositi Ilk, tarn,
Is no surer or safer Investment than good Inside City Tropery,
to place bis savings
small capital Is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to pormanency afford an opportunity to the small Investor
chance Is offered at
where his money will earn a handsome proflt, equal In proportion to that of his more fortunate brother with larger means. This
There

Text of the Law Permitting Homestead
Filings on Forest Lands Under
Government Control.

The following 'bill regulating
the
entry of agricultural lands within forest reserves under the homestead law
has been passed and signed by the
President. It Is therefore law and as
abundant in quantity at a depth of 35
it contains provisions of Interest
Which has all the things necessary for the building ol a good, substantial town, Including wator ol good Quality,
ISSJNt.
Profits
Undivided
and
In Its Infancy; as fine an all
9180,0m.
Surplus
Capital
to New Mexico settlers, It Is herewith
feet below the surface, located In and tributary to the finest secUon of grazing country In the Southwest with agriculture
new A, T. & S. F. snort Line to toe
one
the
two
citizens
and
railroads,
class
of
In
a
Is
In
with
full:
as
there
the
energetic
around climate
pushing,
world,
published
come now. The townslte la owned hy
Loans
Be it enacted by the Senate and
Traneacts a gensral banking business In all Its branches.
Pacific, Wlllarfl has made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better
col.
of personal and
Unikinds
on
all
of
the
House
of
terms
most
favorable
on
Representatives
the
money
ted States of America In Congress aslatsral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
sembled, That the secretary having
Its oustomsrs. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
JOHN BECKER, Pros. aud Clan. Mgr.
supervision of forest reserves may,
makes tslsgraphlo transfsrs ofmonay to all parte of tha civilized
BECKER,
Call on or addrese JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.
upon application, or on bis own moworld on as liberal terme as are given by any
tots In the absence of Mr. Corbett.
of
sale
of
the
has
at
Co.
charge
Stores
Becker
John
of
The
A.
WMrd,
Carl
Dalles, Manager
tion, ascertain, list, and describe, by
agsncy, public or private. Interest allowed on tlms - deposlta at the
legal subdivisions 'where surveyed, and
rata of three per cent per annum, on a six month'- or year's term.
by metes and bounds where unsurvey- Liberal advancee made on consignments of live) stock and products.
ed, such lands within forest reserves
WHAT WE WILL DO.
The bank exeoutes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
(Homestead Entry No. 6249.)
of Tempe has gone to Chicago taking
is appear to bis satisfaction to be
Whenever you want an easy shave
alm to extend to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, as la confor
Publication,
Notice
old
his
his
with
daughter
year
eight
Safety De-- 5 chiefly valuable for agriculture; and
!ant with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- As good as barbers ever gave,
la respsctfully so
the laud so listed shall, upon the
Just call on us at our salon
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
a
posit boxea for rent. The patronage of the publlo
I
was
bitten
child
by
INU r.Olstltute. The
5 Ing of such list or lists In the land
At morn or eve or busy noon.
1906.
12,
May
dog supposed to have naa nyaropnooffice of the land district
In which-Notice is hereby given that the fol- We'll curl and dress the bair with
is
the
Several
bla.
dog
ago
days
.
they nre situated, be open to settle-The graduating exercises of the
grace,
a
lowing named settler has filed notice
mont and entry by actual settlers un-- i Tombstone high school were held Sat- known to havo been bitten by hydro- of
to make final proof We'll suit the contour of your face.
Intention
bis
bit
animal
the
when
skunk
and
der the homestead laws only, In tracts urday night In the presence of a large phobia
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
the child It was decided to take no In support of his claim, and that said
jnot exceeding one hundred and sixty audience. The class comprised ten chances but to take her to the Institute proof will be made before the clerk of Our shop is neat and towels are clean.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
acres In area and not exceeding one graduates.
the court at Albuquerque. N. M., July And everything we think you'll find
for treatment at once.
ROSWRLL. NBW MUX ICO,
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Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.
JUST RECEIVED CAB OF JERSEY CREAM FLOUR
(It needs no introduction.)
VE

WE

THREE GRADES OFKAXSAS FLOUR.
TWO GRADES OF COLORADO FLOUR.
FRESH FROM THE MILL WTHOLE WHEAT FLOUR.
GRAHAM FLOUR.
RYE FLOUR.
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN MEAL.

OUR SPECIAL:
8 Bars Pride of;Denver Soap for 25 Cents.

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and

Potatoes, Statiorteiy,

Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION

OIVEN

SANTA FB,

"

AWFUL SUFFERING

Established

M

MAIL ORDERS.

M.

Incorporated

1903.

Wholesale and Retail

Dy

Goods

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer
carry the largest stock
We have the most varied

We

Why?

w

assortment
We show the latest styles
We sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality
We lead, others follow

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
In our line and we
earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

For Half

P.O.

a,

Century the leading Dry Goods House in the City of Santa Fe

Box, 819.

Phonp, No. 86

Headquarters for.

c

STRAWBERRIES

!

J

We are now receiving daily expesss

l,

shipments of Missouri strawberries
We also have Fancy, Fresh Pineapples, Fancy Oranges. Lemons and
Bananas.
Vegetables of all kinds.

q. S. PUNE
Phone 26.

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

Phone26

CUT PRICES!

INVENTORS

CUT PRICES.

j

We have a qunutity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best good3 at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from ikltchen to garret. Yon
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call In and see
'
our goods.
,

'

2-

d

y

D.

S. LOWITZM,

Lower 8an Francisco

8t,

Santa Ft.

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

General Insurance Agents

busl-Ine-

Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance, Investment Business.
GRIFFIN

BLOCK, SANTA FE, N.

AH.

3fc

CHARLES WAGNER

KERR'S
Tonsorial
Parlors

C. ... .

306 to 308 San Franciico Street

....
......

We

are as far in the
LEAD

as

Proprietor.

TEDDY

SODA WATER!

UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

in representing

the

PEOPLE

Charles Wagner, Llces'td Embalmer,

.

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated 'Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
4

and the name "Victor" is a sure guarantee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
in stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

1856.

f

'

$24.00

1906

5

SeligmanBros. Co.

semi-annu-

$A

This

MONEY

TIRED OF LIFE
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J. E. Vance, a tourist from Marion,
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northern New Mexico attended to
BENJAMIN M. READ.
Letup's St. Louis Beer
In this city yesterday and returned
to his northern home this morning via
Malls ordeis promptly attended to.
J. H. Blain's sale will be the sensathe Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
tion of the dav. the wnnrinr nt tho Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38
Mrs. Samuel Eldodt and son Joseph, hour.
of Chamita, have gone on a visit to
Mrs. Eldodt's parents at South Bend,
OVER THE FOOT BOARD.
Indiana. They will remain In the east
After using Dr. Laurltzen's Health
six weeks during which time a sister Table Malt for a few weeks,
jou will
Mr. awake in the
of Mrs. Eldodt will be married.
:
morning with a feeling
Eldodt accompanied his family as far that will almost Induce you to jump
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ever the foot board with delight, a
The only first class in city.
Dr. E. H. Morgan, of Albuquerque, tones up the entire system.
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Electrical Baths
Phono
$1.50
as, but came to the Duke City to practice medicine. He expected to obtain CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38
.25
Other Baths
.
a license so to do from the Territorial
Parlors
Located
West
Side
Plan
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Board of Health which was to have
Why Is It that the firm of Hiiehen ft W. H. KERR,
held a session here yesterday.
H. D. Clark, the opera house pro- Delgado are malting a success of the
moter, who will have charge of the real estate business? It Is because this
construction of the new Elks' opera firm is reliable and any nrooertv
In their hands will be looked
house, arrived in the city from Den- placed
ver last night. He will begin work after in a businesslike manner. Office
west of Plaza.
Any Flavor You Desire.
Immediately, his first duties being to
float the bonds recently Issued by the
We will deliver Soda Water In any
From a bargain giving standpoint all
order for the purpose of securing the
to any part of the city.
past sales must give way to J. H. quantity
necessary funds.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Blain's
sale.
Frank H. Pierce, the efficient man
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MARRIAGE LICEN8E LAW.
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WILLIAM B PARSC".;S, Prop.
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Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
on cardboard and is now ready to fill
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orders In English or Spanish at fifty Hair Cutting a Specialty. Tore First
Judge W. H. Newcomb of Silver cents for each poster. Probate clerks
Clasa Barkers.
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Immediately, East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
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Telegrapn Office,
and who was one of the original foundLegal Blanks of every description
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$17.50 SUI1 FOR $15.50

$22.50

Board of Health to obtain
to practice medicine In the

TUESDAY, J UNE

Telephone 14

utttttss.tiMtatistaaatt

open.

white of youth.

Bala

'

Bureau

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

LIVERY STABLE 1

The pSnkand

It

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Resirfcu- ts

Attended to.

j

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot. Good Location.
Fftiit Trees.
10S

Palace Avenue.

Large
Plenty of
'Phone No. 1M.

sawaja.ajsiajseia.af;wjja.;tl'J1''''e'e''STWl

TUESDAY,'

JfKE i.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1908.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

V. K. Hurdon, formerly of El Paso,
Texas, who has acted as bookkeeper
for C. W. Dudrow Lumber Company,
is still In the city and may remain for
some time for the benefit of his
health.
The funeral of Andrea Sals, daughter" of Mr. and Mrs, Victor Sals, of Albuquerque, took place at 9 o'clock yesterday morning from the church of the
Immaculate Conception, that city.
Burial took place In Santa Barbara
cemetery.
Reginald H. McKenzle of the Mc
Kenzle Hardware Company and Miss
Adele Glraru daughter of Mr and Mrs.
J. P, Glrard of Albuquerque were married at Albuquerque last Saturday.
Mr, and Mrs. McKenzle arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday.
There were a number of Indians In
the city today from Tesuque, San
and other pueblos buying supThey say that Indications are
plies.
good for big crops on their reservations this year and that thus far there
has been plenty of moisture.
The marriage of Antonio Stanton
and Miss Mercedes Cnnves took place
yesterday morning at 6 o'clock in the
Barelns church before a largo number
left
,of friends. Th& young people
shortly after the ceremony for a wedding trip in nortnrrn New Mexico.
They will live In Barelas.
for close to twenty years. A family
Contractor John A. Lauglilin has and several children mourn the death
commenced breaking ground for the of a father.
foundation of the new county jail on
Considerable work has been done on
Water Street, The jail building will the Capitol grounds during the past
be placed 22 feet from the street" and month and as a result they are in nice
will be nearly in the center of the ex. condition. The grass has been caretensive lot owned by the county now fully tended, the trees have been trimmed and the shrubbery is in good
occupied by the old Jail building.
The grounds present the best
shape.
MethoThe ladies of St. John's
In years.
dist Church will hold a social on appearance
An important outfit consisting of
Thursday evening of this week at the
home of Adjutant General A. P.
Harry Raley and family hailing from
on Agua Frla Street. A short Noble, Oklahoma, arrived
today at
program will be given and light re- Kennedy, via the Santa Fe railway
freshments served. A cordial invita- system and then was transferred to
the Santa Fe Central and went on to
tion is extended to the public.
Estancia. In addition to Mr. Raley's
The death of Engineer Chris. Pater-son- ,
family, ho brought household utensils,
on
at Nutt station
Saturday night
and five
ends the career of one of the first many farming implements
heavy American work horses.
engineers to pull a throttle 'on the
.D. C. AUard, who is Interested in
Silver City branch of the Santa Fe.
Mr. Patterson came to New Mexico mining properties in tho Santa Fe
with the Santa Fe, and went to Silver mining district north of this city, toCity with the Santa Fe. He had been day had on exhibition In the show
a resident of Silver City continually window of the Kaune grocery store

turn-Mn-

,

MWB

j

A Croam of Tartar Powder

rJado From Grapoo
No Alum

n

several Bamples of Montanlte ore containing gold, siliver and bismuth. The
ore samples came from the Little
Gypsy, which property is being developed by Mr, AUard. They were handsome specimens.
Rosa Ignasio, a Papago girl and a
pupil at the United States Indian
Training School, died last evening at
that Institution of tuberculosis. The
girl was but fourteen years old, bright
and docile. She was born on the San
Xavier Reservation near Tucson, Arizona. Her remains were interred this
afternoon in the school cementery,
Vicar General Antonio Fourchcgu officiating.
Fair weather tonight with stationary temperature, Is the forecast of the
local weather man. The temperature
at 0 o'clock this morning was 45 detemperature
grees. The maximum
yesterday was 73 degrees at 3:20 p.
was
m. The minimum temperature
41 degrees at 2:40 a. m. The mean
for the day was 57 degrees with a relative humidity of 40 per cent.
Superintendent Clinton .!. Crandall,
of the United States Indian Training
School states that there are several
of the girl pupils at the school who
desire positions to do general house
work in families residing in Santa Fe.
People desiring such help should adof the
the Superintendent
A dress
United States Indian Training School
here.
The closing exercises of the Catholic Parochial School were held this
afternoon at 2 o'clock, in the Sisters
of I,oretto Auditorium. . There were
two graduates, Miss Etta De Aguero
and Miss Pilar Ortiz. After appropriate exercises attended by the school,
the graduates were presented with diplomas by Very Rev. Fr. Antonio
The past
General.
Vicar
year of the parochial school has been
a successful one. There was an average attendance of 200 pupils and four
rooms were used for school purposes.
During the coming year, another room
will be fitted up as a study hall and
other improvements will be made. Sister M, Loyola is the mother superior.
A representative of the New Mexi
can this forenoon called on Professor J. A. Wood, superintendent of the
public schools of the city for information concerning the meeting of the
City Board of Education last night,
Professor Wood being- the clerk of
the hoard. The clerk said that he
could not give the information as
President Catron of the board had
directed him not to give it. It seems,
according to President Catron and
the clerk, Professor Wood that the
tax payers and property owners of the
city have no right to" know what occurs ut the proceedings of the board.
There are, however, two or three mem
bers of the board who object to Mr.
Catron's boss dictation and to the action of the clerk in withholding information, from the public. This mat-to- r
will be looked Into in due course
of time and fully shown up to the
people.
.

When your nerves are weak, when you
are easily tired, when you feel all run
-down, then is the time you need a good
strong tonic Ayer's Sarsaparilh. Your
doctor will tell vou whv it has such power over weak nerves, why t makes
the blood rich, and why it gives courage and strength. Ask him if It Is not
wc ttavB no sfiorpis we puDiiBn
i.v. rerCax
Itto, fhA mpHinifiA vnti tippH

Half Sick

i

I

GOAL s WOOD
Raton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Good Commercial ltntoa Nut

.$5.50
COO

Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

and Cord Wood.
GA-TUTAJ-

CO-AX-

-j

OFFl' E; Garfield

i

Ave., Near A,. T. A S. F. Depot.

iriRX).
'Phone No.

8S.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
ALL KINDS OP BtJILPIMQ MATBHAX

Cord and Stovt Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Start
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
Part of the Citys
and HAGAN

COAL

TRANSFER &ad STORAGE: We Hani STtfrtfciac

Pktne

35

Branca

8aata Fe.

Offlce

MTUe

aad Tarda at Cerrilloa,

X. X.

Four-cheg-

GOLDEN MINING CAMP.
Showing Sighs of Satisfactory Activ
ity Many Properties Being
Developed.
J. L. Lopez formerly deputy sheriff
of this- county, now. engaged in devel-

TM

TOGETHER

sihrltemihiMi

Tuncwrlferldslslf .west,

IllLOMjckoH. Seamans

&

jo does the Remington jperoror.

BenedkLW327 Broadway.

New Mexican. Printing

New York.

Company, Dealers, Santa Fe, N.

Evey Woman

M.

Wants a Beautiful Foot. Every Woman can have
this desire gratified if she will wear MARIE SHAFER
"Shoes, the famous shoe for women, they fit when
others fail. $2.50, $3.00, $3.50. Sole Agents Here.
-
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OUR LEADER

hand-mad-

e

hand-mad-

e

g

e
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Tark-lngto-

FIVE.

at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c,
Compilation Mining Laws, 60c.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
240 Page J, P. Criminal Docket, $2.76.
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, 14.00.
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
480 Pago
Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet.
Application for License,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Bond of Indemulty,
sheet.
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
sheet.
Official Bond,
sheet.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Bond and Oath,
We have been notified by the manufacturers that our wagons would be
The best and greatest values will Guardian's
sheet.
forwarded
on or about the 15th In3t, and we expect to place them on sale
of
Letters
Administration,
stare you in the face If you attend J.
this present week. If you are in the market for a wagon, buy the best
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
H. Blaln's sale.
the "Old Hickory" at less price tha n you can buy any other standard
sheet.
make.
Investigate for yourself.
Letters Testamentary,
LAGUNA JOTTINGS.
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
To Oar Furniture
Declaration in Assumpsit on Note,
Special to the New Mexican.
sheet.
Department
sheet.
Lnguna, N. M., Juno 5, 1906
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
we have added a fine line of Framed
Hon. Francis E. Leupp, Commis- Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
sioner of Indian Affairs, arri-e- d in
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
Friday morning and spent the
of Ullman & Co., New York.
These
day in visiting the different villages Lease,
goods are attractive and offered at a
and schools on the grant. Saturday Lots-- ) of Personal Property,
low price to Introduce them. It costs
morning he went to Acoma, hiid went Chattel Mortgage,
you nothing to look at them and be
commisi-Innewest
The
Sunday.
Warrant to Appraisers, full shesi
your own iudge.
seems to be pretty well pleased with Power of Attorney,
Window
Shades and Fixtures
the progress of the Pueblos In this Acknowledgment,
sheet.
part of the country, but thinks that Mortgage Deed, Vi sheet.
Lawn Furniture
they ought to send more of their child- Mortgage Deed without Insurance;
and other new lines. It will pay you
ren to school.
Clause,
to visit this department.
There is more grass in this part of Options,
the country than for many years past, Notice of Protest,
White Mountain
and the sheep and cattle men are re- Notaries' Notice of Publication, ViIce Cream Freezer
joicing in fat stock and large Insheet.
Ico Cream at home whenever you want
crease.
Warranty Deed,
It. It's nice to serve to your friends at
The proposed Forest Reserve In the Quit Claim l)ped.
lupcfconn in- nllipr sorlal funrtlnna.
San Mateo mountains will be a beneBargain and Sale Deed,
fit to the sui rounding country, though Deed of Trust, full Sheet.
some of the stock men have not yet Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
become reconciled to the idea.
sheet.
Homestead Affidavit,
Let Us Fit You Out.
Homestoad Application,
Be on hand early while the assortsheet.
Affidavit,
with a jointed rod of Japanese or Calments are still at Its best. J. H. Blaln. Homestead Proof, full sheet
j cutta
Bamboo, plain or cedar lulald;
No. 1 Homestead,
one of the finest Lancewood; one of
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS. Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
highly polished ash or varnished maple
The New Mexican Printing Company Affidavit Required of Claimant,
or, still different, a full nlckelled jointdockhas prepared civil and criminal
ed steel rod. These vary in length from
ets esperlallv for the use of justices Affidavit, 4 102b.
8 to 20 feet.
Reels, lines of every
of the peace. They are especially Township Plats,
kind, endless assortment of flies, fish
ruled, with printed headings, in elthe Sheep Contract,
baskets, minnow palls, selne3, nets,
Spanish or English, made of good rec- Agreement,
trolling books, floats, sinkers and hook3
ord paper, strongly and durably bound Application for License, Retail Liquor of all sizes, tackle boxes and fish
with leather back and covers and canDealers,
spears. Come In and look us over.
vas, sides, have full Index in front and Application for License, Games an
sheet.
the fees of justices of the peace and Butcher's Bond,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
constables printed In full on the first
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches. Appeal Bonds,
shset.
These books are made up in civil and Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sbeet.
criminal dockets, separate of 320 Appearance Bond,
pages each, or with both civil and Appearance Bond, on Continuance
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To In- Bond for Appearance, District Court,
troduce them they, are offered at the Justice Quarterly Report,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
following low prices:
$4.00 Complaint, Criminal,
Civil or criminal
PICTURES AND FRAMING
Combined-civi- l
and crimlnnal....$5.00 Forcible Entry and Detainer,
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
For 45 ents additional for a single
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Sumdocket, or 55 cents additional for a Forcible Entry and Detainer,
Atteotlou. Send for Catalogue,
mons,
combination docket, they will be sent
Bond,
In
Replevin
AUnff.
rsio South Broadway
PI!
by mail or prepaid express. Cash
UnUl
nuVVLAnUOb IU,
Forcible Entry and De- full must accompany order. State Execution
tainer,
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted. Address Replevin Writ,
Replevin Aitldavlt,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
I-P-SO!
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
The beet and most durable book Warrant,
Commitment, Vi'Sheet.
binding in the Southwest Is done at Attachment Affidavit,
the New Mexican bindery in this city. Attachment
Bond,
The bindery is the best equipped and
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
In
Denver
from
the
Southwest
largest
as Garnishee,
Bonth to the Mexico line and between Attachment Summons
Dallas on the east and Los Angeles
WHOLESALE
workmen are Execution,
on the west. First-clas- s
employed. Prices are as low as com- Summons,
and
s
work. Patron- Subpoea
patible with
ize this deserving home Industry and Capias Complaint,
RETAIL
bring your binding and ruling work Search Warrant
Blanks.
Mining
Comto the New Mexican Printing
DEALERS IN
Amended Location Notice,
pany.
Agreement of Publisher,
Spanish Blanks.
We print all the latest and best
Auto
de
Arresto,
The
Mexican.
news
New
Auto do Prison,
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Declaraclon Jurada,
Flanza Oflclal,
Flanza Oflclal y Juramento
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
TO THE LAWS OF Contrato de Pa tldo,
CONFORMING
Escrltura de Renuncia,
NEW MEXICO.
pUego.
The New Mexican Printing Company Documento Garantlzado,
has the largest facilities and most Formula de Edumeraclon, Mrpllego.
modern machinery for doing all kinds Contrato Entres los Dlrectores y
s
of Printing and Binding iu
Contrato de Combustible,
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
To have our
much the largest asset we have in our business.
ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 60.
a specialty. Best Book Bindery in the Llbros Certlficados de Bonos, $1.
customers say to their friend, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
Libros de Reclbos, Supervlsores de
Southwest.
Stock Blank.
Camlnos, 26c.
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's Hlpoteca de Blenes Muebles,
sheet; In Books Documento de Hlpoteca.
Recorded Brand,
for, Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
Documento Garantlzado, extensa for2fi Blanks. 40c per Book.
ma enters,
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Venonly after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a great
Certlficado de Matrlmonlo. 10c.
dor's Recorded Brand,
satisfaction ty buy at a store like this. Every article carries with
sheet.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle Proof of Labor,
it our guarantee.
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Lode Mining Location,
Placer Mining Location,
Brand, H sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle Title Bond to Mining Property,
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re- Title Bond and Lease of Mining Propin Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
sheet.
erty, Vsheet.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
Certificate of Brand,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty. Mining Lease,
Our Blank Books speak for them Coal Declaratory Statement,
'
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
selves.
Affidaof Attorney and
Sohool Blanks.
sheet.
vit,
Oath of School Director,
Certificate of Apportionment of School Notice of
sheet.
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,

ties have recently been located in the
northeastern portion of the San DIa
Mountains, the ores In these showing
gold, silver and copper value, Frank
'and Kurk White, old miners In the
Golden district are working the mine
under lease; the McKlnley and gold
standard mines are also being pu't In
shape to become producers,
The property of Mr. Lopez Is
out quantities of ore for a mill
run;' The old Carley mill will be used
test and If the quantity and
for
quality of the ores are found satisfactory, Mr. Lopez and asscoclates will
put in a mill.
Upon the whole, the Golden mining
oamp Is now showing more life and
activity than it has for many years
past and Mr. Lopez believes that this
will continue and in fact will increase
until the camp will again be as pros-- :
perous as It was twenty-fivyears ago.

fifty Yoaro tho Standard

PAGE

oping his valuable mining property the
San Miguel, in the Golden district,
who spent several days In this city on
a visit to his family to a NeTv Mexican reporter states that there 1s considerable development work going on
in that district, as well as all over the
Tuerto Mountains and that a good
many new claims have been staked
out in the South Mountains, which
section has heretofore attracted but
small attention for prospectors and
miners.. The Argo Mining Company,
which is part owner of the Gold Coin
mined in the Golden district is, doing
steady development work on the property, Half of this Is owned by George
L. Brooks, of
Albuquerque. - Eight
men are employed,
The extensive and powerful steam
shovel for handling the dirt on the
claim of the Gold Bullion Company Is
'
being rapidly pushed to completion
and It Is believed will be In working
order by Monday next. Twenty men
are at work and Colonel J. A. Wood,
the superintendent is very busy. The
Lazarus mine which is under lease Is
producing some very good product in
the shape of gold ore. It Is owned
by the Sunny Slope Mining Company
of which W. S. Churchill is manager.
The property Is leased to George
and brother. Considerable development is also going on in the Old
Timer mine, the property of George
L. Brooks, of Albuquerque and leased
Mr.
by Frederick MaJineaux.
Is making good returns by using
the arrastra owned by Mr, Lopez and
rented to him. Several good proper- Mali-neau- x

-

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART

Cora-plain-

angeles. cauf.

LEO

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

first-clas-

SALT and SEEDS.

LEGAL BLANKS!

viV

'Tm

YOUR GOOD WILLI

first-clas-

SQPTT7

Non-Miner-

Daily

Right-of-Wa-

sheet
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sneet.
Teacher a Certlttcate,
sheet,
Certificate of Appointment,
sheet.
Contract for School Teacher,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
sneet.
Contract for Fuel,
Teachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet.
Miscellaneous.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
1903; English and Spanish; pamphlet, $2.25; full leather, $3.00.
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather,
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
pampblet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket,
single $1.25; two or more books,
$1 each.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume ; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
-

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

Price.

each
$ .05
10
Full sheet, each
26
per dozen
.36
per dozen.
65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
per hundred
, . . 2.50
per hundred
Full sheets, per hundred ......... 4.00
100 assorted blanks take the per
-- 100
price.
On an order of 600 blanks, customer'
business card will be printed tinder fll
Ing without extra cost
Size of Blank.
7x8 Vi Inches.
"
8Vixl4 Inches.
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Promissory Notes, 25: per pad.
"Minor Law" Cards tor Posting, 25c
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $6.
Missouri Code Pleading, $6,
The two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,

On Vi or

,

Books and Stationery
FINE
AND CANDY
CIGARS

JACOB WELTMER .
This Week Only,

Special Sale
Silk Waist Patterns,Fancy and Plain Mohairs in All
Colors and Designs, Very Latest Styles,
50c. Yard : Regular Price 75c.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN .

PAGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE. N. M.

SIX.

A

Sick Headache

J

SHOULD USE

)

rj

11

uJ
LmX"
For Permanent Relief

JI

tuna

on the Liver. It will cure CONSTIPAIa entirely tree
TION, DYSPEPSIA, MALARIA AND CHILLS.
from all poisonous mineral substances, and is composed solely of
LIFE-GIVIN- G
HERBS. Especially adapted for weak and weary
constitutions; strengthens the weakened glands and organs; it check
all derangements of the human body.

8ERBINE acts directly

CURED HER SICK HEADACHE
Mrs. Joslc Cameron, Centralis Avenue, Temple,
Texas, writes: " I find HERBINE gives me quick
relief, and take pleasure in recommending it to all
women who suffer from tick headache."
WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL

FUty Cents

Bottle

A

Avoid All Substitute

Ballard Snow Liniment Co
St. Louis, U. S. A.
SOLO AND RECOMMENDED

BY

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

FL PASO ROUTE

FRIGHTENED ACTRESS.

When MaliUran Ran For Bar Lit
From Her Father.
Malibrtiu wag an exceptional woman
as well as a great singer, and she had
an Interesting and spontaneous temperament. The daughter of Garcia,
she bad a harsh and difficult master la
her own father.
When she was sixteen be oue day
came to her room and without any
klud of preparation said to her, "You
will make your first appearance with
me on Saturday In 'Otello.' "
It gave her exactly six days for prep,
aration. The child, terrlfledinearly into
speechlessness, stammered that she
could not possibly do It what be asked
was Impossible. But Garcia could take
no contradiction.
All he answered
was: "You'll make your first appearance on Saturday, and be perfect. If
not, In the last scene, when I am supposed to plunge my daggefr Into your
breast, I'll do so In real earnest."
The frightened girl bad to make the
best of It. Her success was absolute,
but one little piece of realism In her
acting at the end was a delicious
thoiiKli eutlvely unconscious piece of
retaliation upon her father for a rather
brutal method. Her Desdemona had
been exquisite; she had made her what
she was herself, a child, lunocent and
submissive and adoring.
But In the last act, when Othello
strode toward ber with uplifted dagger, la Mullbran, truly frightened out
of her wits, ran away from.hIra and
made for wludows and doors, frantically trying to escape. When her father
nt Inst caught bold of her, so real had
the whole thing become that, seizing
the hand with which he was supposed
to murder her, she bit It till it bled.
Garcia gave a cry of pain, which the
audience took for a cry of rage, and the
act ended In deafening applause for
father and daughter.
The Incident reveals la Mallbrau.
She was never, In one sense of the
word, on actress at all. There was no
studied counterfeit of emotions, but a
woman with an extraordinary power
of losing herself In the emotlous of
others. T. P.'s Weekly.

V.
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This handsome solid vestibuled train run through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Ea? nd Southeast.

TAKE
THE.

FAST
TRAIN.

W

H

NEW

TRAIN

at

Leaves El Paso
K
w

Mountain Time

6:50 p. m.

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
R. W. CUETIS,

Southwestern Pasienger Agent,
. .

SL PASO,

TEX.

R. T.

a

Tobsm,

0n.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Teias.

Human Beluaa Who Were Compelled
to Devour Literature.
Amoug the causes that contribute to
the destruction of books, says an Italian writer, Amerlco Scarlatti, there is
one very curious one that may be called
blbliophagln. No reference Is Intended
to the mice that once destroyed In
England an entire edition of Castell's
"Lexicon Heptaglotton," but to human
beings who have literally devoured
books.
In 1370 Barnabo Vlsconti

compelled
two papal delegates to eat the bull of
which
excommunication
they had
brought him, together with Its silken
cords and leaden seal. As the bull was
written on parchment, says the Scientific American, not paper, It was all the
more difficult to digest.
A Similar anecdote was related by
Oelrich in bis "Dlssertntio de
et LIbrorum Fatis" (17!fl) of
an Austrian general who had signed a
note for 2,000 fiorlns and when it fell
due compelled his creditors to eat It.
The Tartars, when books fall into
their possession, eat them that they
may acquire the knowledge contained
in them.
A Scandinavian writer, the author of
a political book, was compelled to
choose between being beheaded or eating his manuscript boiled In broth.
Isaac Volmar, who wrote some spicy
satires against Bernard, duke of Saxony, was not allowed the courtesy of
the kitchen, but was forced to swallow
them uncooked.
Still worse was the fate of Philip
Oldenburger, a jurist of great renown,
who was condemned not only to eat a
pamphlet of his writings, but also to
be flogged during his repast, with orders that the flogging should not cease
until he had swallowed the last crumb.
BIblio-tbecaru-

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Teias.

Our Rates are Low and
Service Is Unsurpassed

Terror Saved Her.
tale of a paralytic and a stroke of
years a wolightning: For twenty-twman had been paralyzed, unable to
leave her room. One night when she
happened to be alone In the house n
fierce storm broke. The poor woman
was terrified by the tbuuder and the
blinding glare of the lightning. With
an effort of which no one had believed
her capable she struggled from her bed
and to the houselM a neighbor. Barely
had she reached safety when the place
she had just left Was struck by lightning. The room in which she had lived
so long was rent In two and everything in It was burned or smashed.
Power of locomotion had been restored
to the cripple just in time to save her
life. Chicago News.
A

o

Fiimi

On, undo ins
mil Mi
CHICAGO.
$31.50
ST. LOUIS.
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19.00

ONE FARE

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st.

Proportionately
Low Rates
to Hundreds
of Other
Eastern Points.

Her Advantage.
Mistress (after many remonstrances
on unpunctuallty) Really, Mary, you
must try to be more punctual about
When they are
serving the meals.
late your master blames me. Mary
Ah, well, mum, of course I can go, but
you're a prisoner for life! London
Punch.
Sumilcloaa.
Mr. Bilklns (looking up from the paThe eminent physician, Dr.
per)

Greathead, says there
Hub!

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis
ELEGANT DINING CARS
a

la

no exercise

so conducive to health in woman as
ordinary housework. Mrs. Bilklns

Through Sleeping Cars to

Meals

Is

Carte.

I'll bet he's

marrled.-Tit-B- its.

Applea Improve Clffara.
Possibly the best way to improve
cigars is to place very thin slices of
apple between them. This is a familiar
practice among connoisseurs. Any old
apple will do. New York Press.
Nothing hardens the heart and
like the acquisition of a
tune at the expense of others.

for-

All Cars Equipped With

ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS

CITY OF MEXICO

VIA SANTA
$43.65.

For Further Information call on or address

H. B. KOOSER, O. W. F. & P. A.
1700

J. H. GINET, Jr., T. P.

Stout Street, Denver,

Colo.

A.

Is somewhat windy.' The highest
WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN! It
'temperature was 84 degrees; lowest
A

47

trace

PRESIDENTIAL

of proclpltntlon

degrees.
'occurred on the 28th of May.
Climatological Service U. S. Weather
Artesla Will Benson High winds
Bureau, New Mexico
'
prevailed during the past week, with
Section.
some damage, The highest tomper- Local Office, United States Weather at ure was 99 degrees; lowest 51
grees. No precipitation occurred.
,'
CarlsbadGerard H. Matthes Hot
weatner nas prevauea, me temperacSanta Fe, New Mexico.
ure ising to 101 degrees on 'the 28th
For the week ending June 4, 1900.
Over the northern portion of the of May. The lowest temperature was
occurTerritory the temperature during the 50 dogrees. Slight cloudiness
week averaged much below the nor- red but no rain fell.
Casa Salazar I. Mora The last
mal.
Very low temperature for the
season occurred and heavy frosts were week was cool and dry, and the days
experienced along the Colorado border were mostly clear.
Considerable
Geo. Huth
Chama
on the mornings of the 29th and 30th
In the southern counties, cloudiness occurred during the week.
of May.
71 de
however, the week was mostly clear, The highest temperature was
warm and dry, with temperature prac- grees; lowest 20 degrees. Heavy!
frost occurred Wednesday nnd Thurs-- j
tically normal.
Local thunder showers occurred on day mornings.
Cloudcroft Jack Holllster
Noj
Friday, Saturday and Sunday over
the northern portion. These were precipitation occurred. The highest
75 degrees
on the
heavy In localities and accompanied temperature was
33 degrees on
by hall, although It caused little or 28th of May; lowest
no damage. Over the higher mountain the morning of the 30th
Doming C. B. Bosworth The sun
ranges considerable snow occurred
shine of the week Averaged fully S8
during Saturday night.
The coolness of the week checked per cent. The highest temperature
tne melting of the snow nt the head- was 91 degrees, lowest 41 degrees. Noj
waters of the northern streams and precipitation occurred.
these are somewhat lower.
Durango, Colo. U. S. Weather!
The
following notes are taken Bureau A killing frost occurred on
from the reports of correspondents: the 30th of May. The highest temperaAgricultural College J. D. Tins-le- ture was 73 degrees; the lowest 81:
The days are hot but nights degrees; the average temperature 64
continue rather cool. The relative degrees, or 5 degrees a day below the
humidity is low; good breezes prevail. normal. The precipitation amounted
No precipitation occurred during the to 0.09 Inch.
El Paso U. S. Weather Bureau'
week. The highest temperature was
The temperature of the week aver91 degrees; lowest 45 degrees.
Albert H. M. Hanson Warm, dry aged 76 degrees or practically normal.
occurred. The,
weather with clear skies prevails. No
precipitation
highest temperature was 95 dogrees;
lowest 58 degrees. The sunshine
averaged about 96 per cent.
BARGAINS IN ORCHEngle W. J. May Clear, cool and
ARDS AND RANCHES windy weather prevailing during the
week. The highest temperature was
Located in the Fruitful and Far Famed 84 degrees; lowest 43 degrees. The
sunshine was almost continuous.
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North of Santa Fe.
Folsom Jackson Tabor The past
The following orchards and farm week has been dry 'and windy. There
fruitful
was finite a frost on the 30th of May,
properties In t'ho famed and
Espanola Valley in southern Rio Ar- and where the wind struck It did con
riba County in Hie Territory of New slderablo damage. The highest tern
Mexico, are for sale ait a 'bargain. perature of the week was 76 degrees;
There are satisfactory reasons for sell lowest 31 degrees. No precipitatlo
ing. The section 1s one of the finest occun.ed up to Saturday morning,
fruit and agricultural, not amy in e
Glen Laura B. Wright The sun
Mexico, but in the southwest
Thoj shine averaged above 92 per cent. The
supply of water for irrigation purposes; DigheBt temperature was 97 degrees;
Is ample and stable ait all times. TJie)ioweat
4 g degree..
climate is of the best For particulars
Hope N. L. Johnson The wee
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and! was warm and win(1y( and raln la v,id
insurance agent, Espanola, New Mex-,- ; ly needed. There is still plonl.v of
lco. The properties are:
water in the Penasco river. Thnnlei
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 aeres in alfalfa, cloudg and lightning appear occasion-- '
;
one acre bearing orchard; small house,! any jn tne east
well, barn and corral; all fenced and! Joseph J. R. Milllgan Frost of the
under Irrigation; one mile from post- previous week did some damage. The,
office, two and a half miles to railroad day8 continue rather cloudy and cold.
station; price $30 per acre.
Dut wlth0ut rain and It is needed.
vo. 1. mm Bearing orcnara 01 i.zuu
vaiwWn. p KpIi Hicrh
standard apple 'trees; six miles from drying wind prevailed during ilia
Espanola; good house, barn, corral week. A few clouds appeared on Sat
ad packing house; produced 2,900 urday and there was some dampness
boxes of apples last year; Irrigation From this station there was the ap
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
pcarance of light rain west of here la
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and mar- the mountains. The wind
during the'
mile to town,
ket garden tract,
forepart of the week was from the
and
school
church; west, going to southwest tlio lattet
railroad, postefflce,
good six room house,
having tele- part.
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packLas Vegas Wm.
Bailey'
ing house; a highly profitable business High winds and dust storms occurred
and a fine home; produces annually on the 28th and 29th of May. An
S
:P lelectrlcnl storm, accompanied with'
"2r,D"
hail and rain, occurred early Saturday
No. t. tor sale sheep ranch of 520
aml anothr-- r Saturday after t
acres with good fences and improve- - morning
noon amounting to 2.03 inches. The;
menls, has excollent water, (Shelter, hignest temperature of tho week was
hay land and controls several boi83 deKrf,0R; toweBt 33 degrees. The.
sand acres of fine goat grazing land, sunsnIne
averaged about 8S per cent
No better proposition for a paying!
Alamos W. N. Frank, Jr. The;
lor
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
h..n nn, nni1 nlnftsnn. hlI
No. 5. Twenty acres, tevlng about a .th mnr. .
-flnrt thwntftn
ten acres of full hearing apples of
On
the night of the:
weather.
Ing
standard varieties, peaches and plums, 1st we had a
shower amminlinR
seven acres of good alfalfa and three to 0.20 inch. light
acres garden land, good five room
Los Lunas Chns. II. Jones The!
adobe house, well built and finished,
weather continues dry and hot, with,
good barn ; the whole place almost enRain is needed
high south winds.
r
tirely surrounded by a hedge of
Tho Rio Grande is still running high
trees which serve as a protection
Manuelito W. A. U Tarr The last
from the wind and add to the attrac- ten
days have been cold and windy,
tiveness of the place; produced last
with heavy frost on several oc-- ;
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and casions.
Considerable damage wast
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
done. Rain is needed.
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
Monument Jns. M. Cook Partly
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
weather prevailing during the;
This place Is a full bearing apple or- cloudy
middle of the week, but no rain fell
chard and market garden tract of sevwas 98 dr- en acres; a six room house; telephone, The highest temperature
the lowest 52 degrees.
grees;
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
Visa Wlllard Belknap The
wire fence nnd house for ohlckens. A Nara
tho
was clear and lry and
beau'liful and convenient home and a week
soil was getting hard, but we had a:
place to make good money, besides
good rain Friday night, amounting to
apples this place has cherries, pears, 0.26 Inch. The
highest temperature
plums, quinces and terge beds of as- was 87
degrees; the lowest 47 degrees
paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
O'jo
Callente A.
Joseph Light j
vegetable products alone of this place showers have occurred
but more
here,
bring in annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts tost year ' in vegetables rain is badly needed, as it has been
time.
The
and fruit were over $500. Terms cash. very dry up to this
streams are running bank full of wat
er as yet.
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION
M.
Orange F.
Holmsley Th
A. A. Herrenl Finch, Ark., writes:
weather is dry and warm, hut withj
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
for showers. The'
good indications
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
was 100 degrees;
trouble. I know that it has cured coi highest temperature
lowest 46 degrees.
sumption in the first stages." You
Pueblo U. S. Weather
Bureau
never heard of any one using Foley's
Light frost was observed on the 30th
Honey and Tar and not being satisfied. of May, and thunder showers occurred
Ireland's Pharmacy.
on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of June
amounting to 0.07 inch precipitation.
ANNUAL MEETING.
The highest temperature was 85 de-- :
Benevolent and Protective Order of
grees; the lowest 4i degrees. The
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
sunshine averaged about 76 per cent.
July
Rincon W. A. Foote The hlghes
For the above occasion, the Santa
of tho week was 93 de-- !
temperature
Fe will sell tickets to Denver and relowest 47 degrees. No preci- grees;
turn at the rate of one fare $16.90, for
occurred.
the round trip. Dates of sale July pltation
A.
Rosa B,
Candclaria The
14th
Good
for return weather has been
13th,
and 15th.,
cold and we1
rather
passage until August 20th. Low rates had frost on the 29th. Not much
.dam
from all points 00 the Santa Fe t
age occurred. The San Juan river in
Denver.
H, S. LUTZ. Agent.
again low.

FE,

One fare for the round trip, dates
of sale April 25th to May 5th, return
limit July 31st
Also on June 25th to July 7th, re
turn limit September 15th. Also September 3d to 14th inclusive, return
limit October 31st. Liberal stop overs
allowed.
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
Call on any agent for information.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

POSSIBILITIES.

ring that pleases many ears. W. R,
Hearst, alleged enemy of trusts, and
advocate of municipal ownership is
again seeking the nomination. Mayor
New Yorl CIty nas beea
8UBgeflted as a possible candidate, so
has Mayor Tom Johnson of Cleveland.
The South may bo able to name the
mocratlc Standard Bearer In '08.
J"dge Parker says it deserves the
pnvnege.
uongressman jonn suarp
Williams of Missouri, Senator Bailey
of Texas, and Governor Folk of Missouri, are most favorably considered
now of the southern leaders of the
Ail these notables would agree
1,art5
that the Bon Ton twenty-flvcent
a,e U01 a PSSII''ty out a real- -

Word has lately gone forth that
President Roosevelt favors Speaker
Cannon for the next. Republican
Inee for President.
A boom fur Vice
President Fairbanks Is well under
way nnd Secretary of Slate Hoot See
retary of Wa r Taft, nnd Secretary of
the Treasurer Shaw are supposed to
bo willlner to be Prosidont. Other "Re- publican aspirants are Senator Foraker of Ohio, Senator La FolltjUe,
of
Wisconsin, and Sena lor Warner of old
Missouri
There Is less i,rPaM,.nimi intk MM.
V.r
Democrats than among Republicans,
The name of Bryan still has a 8IIveryH

...,."
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

IT IS

A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

PAINS
For
APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.
DEEP-SEATE-

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT, PENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.

'

'

FORCED TO EAT BOOKS.

K

TUESDAY, JUNE
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Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs
"Several years since my lungs were
so badly affected that I had many hemorrhages," writes A. M. Ake, of Wood,
Ind. "I took treatment with several
physicians without any benefit. I then
started to take Foley's Honey and Tar,
and my lungs are now as sound as a
bullet I recommend It in advance
stages of lung trouble." Foley's Honey
and Tar stops the cough and heals the
lungs, and prevents serious results
from a cold. Refuse substitutes..
Pharmacy.
Ire-lan-

If you

do not care

to pay for a daily

paper, subscribe for the JPeekly New
Mexican Review and get the. cream of
the week's doings. It Is an excellent
paper to send to your friends.

Rosedale W. H. Martin No precipitation occurred during the week
and the sunshine averaged about. 8t
per cent. The highest temperatur
was 80 degrees; lowest 39 degrees.
Valley Mary Smith The weather
during the week was hot and dry, It
was cloudy nearly every day, but no
rain occurred.
;
Watrons M, C. Needham It was
cloudy on the 1st and 2nd with showers, amounting to 1.60 inch. The
highest temperature was 76 degrees,
the lowest 84 degrees.
White Oaks Robt. H, Taylor It is
very dry and windy. No precipitation
occurred during the week, although
conditions favored rain the last two
CHARLES B. UNNBT,
days."
v Section Director.
'rv''.':;:
:..;v'.".
;

.:':'
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GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
25c, 50c. and $1 a BOTTLE.
HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

'

GREATEST EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.
,

The TOOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS,
CHIL-BLAIN-

OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE

STAND--AK-

LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CIT-ADE- L
OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.
A
A

YOU COULD' NT BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED-I-T'S
THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

CURES SORE THROAT.

PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT
"WORK BENCH

TiEIR

FOR PAINS ACHES
SORE MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD. RUB JT IN WELL

The LINIMENT of our
i

Forefathers

TUESDAY, JUXE

SANTA 1'E

o, 190G.

Perilous Path

By HOWARD FIELDING
1805,

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

fONSENSE, my dear," said Mr.
Lock wood. "You can't tell the
truth to a mau. It baa been
tried and haa always failed."
"But .why, auntie 'why? Honeatly,
I don't understand It at all. I ha van' t
a dearer wlah In the world than to be
absolutely truthful to Donald. I've
nothing to fib about except the fact
that I'm a fibber, and I might aa well
tell the truth about that, because he
knows It already. He catches me at it
all the time,"
"That's your own fault, Edith," said
the elder womau. "You must learn to
do It better."
Her tone revealed slucere sympathy.
There was a heartiness In this admonition which made It truly diabolical.
Edith looked quickly Into Mrs.
eyes, instinctively expecting to
see some of her own sense of sin reflected there, but no such revelation
came.
"Donald Is so utterly truthful!" said
'
Edith.
Mrs. Lock wood glanced over her
shoulder at the girl and smiled in a
way not quite so agreeable as before, a
cynical smile this time.
"Now, auntie," protested the girl,
"you mustn't try to destroy my faith
In him."
"Far, far from it," said Mrs.
"You couldn't make a better
match, and if it's broken off while
you're living In my house it won't be
my fault. Is he Jealous of Nat Hardy?"
And yet, of
"Oh, no; not Jealous.
course, he knows that I received Mr.
Hardy's attentions and that some people thought I was engaged to him."
"Confound the fellow!" said Mrs.
Lock wood, with a calm and steady earnestness that gave her mild expletive
the value of an oath. "And yet I favored him at the time. I thought him
your best chance. I never dreamed
that Donald Ainsworth was a possibility. He always had a great notion
of blue blood, and, while yours is well
enough in its way, there's none of It
remaining except in your own veins.
Your family on both sides of the house
Is only a tradition."
"If my father and mother had lived,"
said Edith, "I should have been a better girl. You know how I was reared.
I try not to be bitter about It, but- ""Apropos of truth telling," said Mrs.
Lockwood, with amusement, "the conditions were not Ideal. Your foster
mother was a nervous wreck, and you
lied to her as an act of mercy. It was
a rule of the household. Arid your foster father was a nagging crank, to
whom you dared not tell the truth unless you were, quite sure that it would
suit him. Oh, I knew my brother and
bis wife! So from the ase of four until you were mercifully orphaned a second time and came to m you had
small use for the virtue of veracity.
And I have never Insisted upon It.
But why repine? The matter is of no
consequence. Prevarication Is a woman's natural weapon."
Edith's pretty childish face was wrinkled or perhaps dimpled would be the
better word with a deeply studious attention, She believed that Mrs. LockLock-wood'- s
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Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M,, aUlio junc-

by OuuIm W. Hooka

HHB

wood knew the world and all Us ways.

Everybody said she was a very brilliant woman, yet It was often hard to
understand what she meant. Of course
he didn't really believe that lying was
l ight.
She was a good woman, whose
life was without reproach so far .as it
was known to this unsophisticated and
affectionate girl of twenty summers.
"In regard to Mr. Hardy," said Edith,
"It's very annoying that Donald has to
see him so often. They are obliged to
consult together because some of their
clients are mixed up In the same law
case. And Donald does not like that
Is, be does not wholly approve"
"In short, be knows that Nat Hardy
Is a scamp," said Mrs. Lockwood, "and
be wonders how you could ever have
loved him. Weil, there was a time
when I was afraid you couldn't, and
new I'm mighty glad you didn't, and
there's an end of It."
"I wish there were an end of It," returned Edith, "but there Isn't. Last
evening DcnaM asket me If I had t
calved a letter from Mr. Hardy, and,
s
of course, I said no. Then I saw
eyes wander for an Instant to my
ring, and that meant that he didn't believe me. 1 must tell you that we've
made a treaty, as he calls It. When be
asks me anything by the sign of the
ring I'm to answer the exact truth."
"Goodness, how did he happen to
make such a request as that?"
"I'd fibbed about so many little
things. You see, I love him so much
that I can't help saying wbat I think
will please him."
with great
Mrs. Lockwood-laughe- d
Don-aid'-

Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, size 33x140 feet, laid

streets, with alleys

TO-fo-

SO

feet

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school. houae, costing ?1 6,000; church-

es; Commeicial Club; a population of 1,600 people; several large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Boiler Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
Its importance as a great commercial
be estimate!.
city in the near future cannot

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Belen Cut-of- f

Qjj
V Ui

AT.Ti

railroad

JMTN

H

BOXER,

OP THE SANTA FE WILL GO

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots

offered

ire in the

center of the city,, well grad-

ed (many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or
We need a first class bakery, tailor shop, ho8
gravel.
house, jeweler, plumbing shoj.; planing mill, ooal and wood
yard, drug store, harnesi shop, etc.,

etc,

also a

flnt

claw,

modern hot&l,

Onr prices of lots are

low and

terms on eaay payments;

title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
eiitih.
s
with
on
remain
note,
mortgage semay
One-thir-

d

Two-third-

curity, for one year, with
Apply

steert-Urj-

AND

MAIL

EXPRESS,

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

PrwidYmt.

Wif. M. MM1 EK,

LIMITED

FAST

FREIGHT TRAIN'S

BELEN T0WNSITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mfliico,
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The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

loading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
and
points East to San Francisco, Log Angeles, El Paio

out with broad 80 and

N. M.
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8 per cent,

once for map and prices,

interest thereon.
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
Ha rcTy frequently be" niay have seen
the letter on that gentleman's desk."
"Yon don't mean to Imply that Donald would"
"Read It? Of course not unless
through some accident. But one sees a
name on an envelope at a single
glance."
"If Donald saw a letter for me In Mr.
Hardy's office, why didn't he tell me so
straight out?" said Edith, "It's not
like him to make a mystery of such a
thing."
"He had a man's curiosity to know
whether yon would admit receiving
the letter. The circumstance Is odd
enough to arouse his Interest, Why
should Nat Hardy be writing to you?
I'm sure I can't guess, and I'd very
much like to find out."
"Of course I asked him why be supposed that I might get such a communication," responded Edith, "and be said
that he fancied that Mr. Hardy might
have something to tell me. His manner was as if be thought I should be
pleased, as If there were some surprise
In store for me. I was so puzzled that
I didn't care to ask any more questions."
"We must know more about this,"
said Mrs. Lockwood, with decision.
"Tact and a
ought to help
us."
"You are going lo ask Mr. Hardy?
I'm afraid Donald wouldu't like that."
"Donald will never know anything
about it, my dear," answered Mrs.
Lockwood.
She was absent from the room about
ten minutes, and when she returned ber
face disclosed the self complacency of
justified pride.
"I have the whole affair at my fingers' ends," said she. "Do you remember that little photograph of yourself
taken at the Interesting age of three
years? You were greatly grieved by
Its loss. I beard you tell Donald of the
Inexplicable mystery of Its disappearv
ance."
"Well, wbat could I say? Donald
wanted to see It, and I couldn't tell blin
that. I suspected Mr. Hardy of stealing
It. That would have made him angry."
"Your suspicions, my dear, were entirely correct," said Mrs. Lockwood.
"Mr. Hardy has the picture, and Donald saw It In bis apartments on Monday evening."
Hdith gave a little cry of surprise
and alarm.
"Auntie, you don't suppose that Donald thought I bad given Mr.. Hardy
that picture and had told a falsehood
.
about It?"
Donald
"Be tranquil, my child.
knows the truth or as much as Is good
for htm. Seeing the picture there nnd
having heard your story, be was naturally In a difficult position, from
which he extricated himself handsomely. He merely mentioned to Mr. Hardy
that you valued the picture highly because the memorandum upon the back
of the card was In your mother's hand
and happened to be the only bit of
writing that remained to you, whereupon Nat Hardy had a remarkable Impulse to do right. Quite a miracle, as
it seems to me. He confessed that he
had ibonghllessly filched" the picture
because it was so quaint and pretty
and said that he would send It back to
you Willi a humble apology Immediately. While Douald was looking over
some legal papers Nat wrote a letter
to you, nnd he mailed It next mornlug."
"And it's lost, and the picture with
it!" exclaimed Kdith. "Oh, I'm so sor;.:
ry!"
"Fortunately our friend decided not
to trust the iidure to 'the malls, He
merely wrote to tell you that It was
safe; that be regretted his misdeed and
that he would return It by messenger."
Edith 'sank back in her chair, doubly
relieved in mind.
"Thank goodness, there's nothing here
that I must hide from Donald!"
Mrs. Lockwood smiled with an air of
almost infinite wisdom mingled with
pity.
"MT. Hardy's letter has not come,"
said she. "Undoubtedly It has been
lost iu the mall. Will ynu say so to
Donald?"
"Why not?"
"Because, my child, he will not believe you. The Incident Is possible, of
course, but In real life It very, very
rarely happens. Remember, Donald
does not know that you know wbat be
knows. Do yon follow me?"
"You mean that If I knew that he
knew for certain that Mr. .Hardy bad
written to me I sbould tell the truth,
but otherwise I might take the easy
course and deny having received n
:
letter?"
.,':
"Precisely. And you mustn't do It I
toll you, Edith, that this trifling mat- tele-pho-

,

enjoyment and then suddenly became gotteh by the servant to whom the
postman handed It in. I will get it."
He went, out Into the ball, leaving her
"This matter of the Hardy letter is a
different bnstuess," said she. "I guess rigid and staring. Before she could
form a coherent thought he had returnyou'd better tell him the truth."
"But 1 did, auntie," Edith protested. ed and had put an unopened letter Into
her hand.
"I haven't seen any such letter."
"In our dealings with the sterner
"If yon would care to read it, now"
sex," renponded Mrs. Lockwood, "we he said and crossed to the piano, upon
must always remember that the truth which he began to play softly.
Is not necessarily n statement of the
Edith glanced once nt him, then tore
It contained, of
facts; It Is 'something that the mau will open the envelope.
believe.
This philosophy should be course, the delayed communication
taught in every girls' school; It Is more from Nathaniel Hardy. And she had
Important than cookery to the Amer- already told Donald what was In It!
ican borne. But to return to our text.
"Oh, yes, yes!" she said In a choked
I'm of the opinion that Donald has rea- voice. "Just a note to ask If I'd reson to believe that Nat Hardy has sent ceived the other. Yon see, I hadn't acyou a lelter. If he goes over to see Mr. knowledged It."
He turned toward her, and their eyes
ter Is a bomb loaded with destruction.
She could not withdraw
encountered.
I have noticed a ihauge iu Donald's
his glance was unendurmanner of late. He lias boon a bit hers, though
able to her. Slowly she advanced tochilly to me, and that's a fact, And
him and put the open letter Into
when a man turns the cold shoulder to- ward
ward the matchmaker it means that his hand.
"Why did you tell me that you had
the match Is In danger."
received this?" he asked. "By the ring,
"Donald loves me," said the girl.
answer by the ring."
"But he doesn't fully trust you. So Edith;
' I was irfraid you wouldn't believe
much you have made clear to me."
"I have thought that if 1 could really nie," she whispered.
"How did you know what was In It?
be what lie wishes nie to be, if Iu great
You said you hadn't seen him."
things or small I could speak always
"Auntie talked to bim by telephone."
the nhol-- j truth"
lie rose and walked away from her,
"Nonsense, my dear; charming, childNow listen to me." Aud then slowly returned.
ish nouseuse!
"It seems to me," he said, "that we
Mrs. Lockwood expanded at considerable length her wretched gospel of de- hare come to a moment of decision."
She looked Into his face, speechless
ception, and upon the end of It set fort h
with grief and terror.
concrete evidence.
"This can't go. on," lie said. "We
"lleiiieiuber," she concluded, with a
shrewd eye on Ihe girl, "Hint ynu are must plan anew."
"Oh, Donald, she walled, "I will nevdolug this for his own good and for the
eternal salvation of his peace of inlnd, er, never"
"It's not a time for promises," he InI say 'eternal', because it's the only
word for married life. It's so long, so terrupted gently; "It's a time for acAnd she Indulged in the tion. I must take you away from here.
very long."
least little yawn at the memory of her Tomorrow? Will you marry me tomorrow?"
own.
She burst into uncontrollable tears,
There Intervened some hours. Even"Poor little girl!" he whispered, with
('locks, which Were a fad
ing catne.
"You've
tenderness.
of Mrs. Lock wood's, were calling 9 from the uttermost
room to room of the house. Edith had set never had a chance; never, never a fair
her resolution, like a species of alarm chance. I must change all that"
gong, for this hour, and when all the
serious.

MICHAEL

HAD

clocks were still she looked up at Donald, who was standing before her, and

said;
"You remember the little photograph
that I lost?"
,
"Yes," said he, with the smallest possible start of surprise,
"Well, I've found it."
"You have found It?" he said slowly.
"I mean that I know where It Is. Mr,
:
.
Hardy has It."
"Indeed! Have you seen him?"
"No," she answered, shifting ber look
from his face to his tie.
"Perhaps Mrs. Lockwood"
"Ob, no; she hasn't seen him either,
I have had a letter from him."
He was much surprised, but Edith
did not know It because she was now
looking at a cuff of his coat,
"Yes," she went on in a voice not
quite steady. "He wrote to sky that be
bad takeu It, not knowing bow much I
valued It nor why It was especially
He apologised' humbly and
precious.
promised to send It back to me at
once."

MILL FOR SALE
ROLLER FLOUR
Machinery complete, Including bolt
er and engine for 30 barrel roller flout
mill. Address, Martin Lohman, Las'
duces, New Mexico.
HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lcnso or for sale,

furnished or unfurnished, good loca;
tlons. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado, Office west side of Plaza.

Two boys were herding swine In
Italy. They were evidently discussing
some 'very Important subject, for they
were earnest at it. A man approached, and the boys separated, each for
bis own side of the pasture. The man
was angry and was shaking his hand
at them. The boys said nothing; they
firove their swine in .aud were quiet as
a mouse about It. The man had said
they should stay out until dark, and
the sun had not even set yet, After
they bad driven the swine to their respective places each crept to his room,
took his clothes and tied them In a
bundle. This done, tbey both crept
down and ran to the road which led
to Rome. One's name was Peter; the
other Michael Angelo. Both were poor
boys. They tramped and tramped, and
the first thing they did when tbey
reached Rome was to go to church.
After they bad rested and prayed they
looked for employment. Petes received
employment as tbe cook's boy in some
cardinal's bouse, but Michael could
find nothing to do, so be almost despaired.
He went to his friend Peter, who
gave him something to eat and at
night secretly let him into his room In
tbe attic to sleep. This went on for a
long time, Peter content to le$ bis
friend do this and Michael content
also. Michael when in church had seen
some fine pictures. One which fascinated him was "Christ. Ascending to
Heaven." Taking bits of charcoal, be
went to Peter's room and drew pictures on tbe white walla. One day the
cardinal bad occasion to go to tbe
room. Michael bad meanwhile secured
employment In the cardinal's kitchen.
Tbe cardinal, upon seeing all tbe pictures, was dumfounded with their
accurateness. He called Peter and
Michael upstairs and asked who had
drawn 'them. Michael confessed be
had, but said be thought be could rub
them out again. Tbe cardinal explained to him that it wag all right so far
as the wall waa concerned. He took
Michael and sent blur to a drawing
master and gave Peter a better position. And Michael worked bard at bis
drawings, learned diligently and became the renowned Michael Angelo,
one of the greatest painters of hi
"
: "
time.

"Perhaps be has already done so,"
said Donald after a brief pause.
"No, be basn't; but I'm sure be will.
What made you think he had?"
"As I was removing my overcoat in
the ball a few minute ago," be answered, "I happened to displace a tray
The New Mexican keeps on band a
upon a table. There was an envelope
under it addressed to you in Mr. complete set of mining blanks at rea
Hardy's writing,. Itwa
robablxfgr- - aonable rates.: Call and Bee them.

SUNSHINE ROUTE,

via TORPANCE GATEWAY.

FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

SERVICE.
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FOR RENT No. 106 College St., el
rooms, hardwood flooring, electric
light, water connection; $10 per month.
It. C. Gortner, Secretary.
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
Ono of the best fruit ranches in
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, Is for Balo,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,
New Mexico. '

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
P. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, W. M.
1. A.

ALAN R, McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
1. R. A. Sr.
Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonlo Hall at 7:30
p. to.
S. SPITZ, H. P.

ai

iMnitar.

VOTJ

WANTED
At once, rags, rags, cot-- j
ton rags at the New Mexican office,
Cash paid for rags.

ANGELO.

Tbe Humble Start In I.tle of fit

"WHT MD YOU TELL MI THAT
RKCK1VED THIS ?"

WANTS;

Santa Fe Central Railway System,

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

Secy.

J. P. LYNG,

Santa Fe Coramandery No
Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
i!50 p. m.
W. G. GRIFFIN, K. C.
W. II. KENNEDY, Recorder.

AmJ

r

J

1. K. T.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.

1,

14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on th third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonlo Hall, south side of Plaza

Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14. Sec.
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Framlsoo street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX ICALTER, N. Q.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHTS

OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. O.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER. Master of Finance.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodfco, No, 460, B. V. O. ft.,
holds Its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welNORMAN L. KING, E. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Tnion of America, Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street. Visiting Frafr
era welcome.
R. L. BACa, fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALBS, Secy.
VAGGIB O MONTOTA, Treaa.

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
W.H.ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Trras.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,

Trav. Frelflht and Pass. Agt,
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, 8anta Fe, New Mexico.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN" YOU FIND YOUESELP WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GEEAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE-LIS-

T

15c
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long
Eacli additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 inches long. .20c
. . . . . . Each additional lino on same
stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 6 inches long. . , .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
5c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count aa two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c eitra.
Oue-lin- e

at proportionate prices.
inch in eize, we charge
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
local Later, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
50c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
C5c
Regular lino Dater
Defianco or Model Band Dater
,$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.60
Pearl Check Protector
1,00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Ijx2i. 10c; 2x3, He; 8 Jx8, 25c; 2x4i, 35c; 3x6l, 80c;
Larger

sizes

Where type used is over one-hafor ono line for each one-ha-lf

lf

iWb

FOR

JVEtf

75c.

.

TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

EXICAfJ PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

PAGE
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SANTA

Gi0C!S,

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

BUTCIEfS!

BAIE1S,

Resignation

C ARTWRIGHT.DA VIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street,
tirocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
No.

best selling blends of Java Coffee.
LUNCHEON GOODS.
Deviled or Potted Ham or Tongue.. 5c While nut unite" so delicate and mild a
exUnderwood's Deviled Ham. 20c and 30c Coffee as Fancy Mark, it Is an
15c an125c tremely mellow and old Java Coffee.
Corned or Roast Beef
We can recommend It to those who
SARDINES.
desire a mild coffee at a moderate
In All Styles and Sizes.
price, in green packages.
Sardines, Bordelaise, fish ahape.l.17VsC Pei Package
35c
.
.
17Vie
.
Sardines, Ravegette, (lemon)
ICED TEA.
1Sc
25c
and
Sardines, smoked in oil . . .
There is nothing so good for iced
, ... 6c
Domestic Sardines
tea as the CEYLON. We especially
cans,
Mustard
Sardines, large

recommend the Monsnoos Brand White
Label Ceylon Tea for this purpose.
One-ha35c
pound package
CRACKERS.
Our trade in Crackers is largely for
For that reason we
package goods.
carry quite a large assortment and always have them fresti.
15c
Saratoga Flakes' or Saltlnes
Butter Thins
12c
10c
City Sodas
5c
Vienna Sodas
10c!
Olieese Sandwiches

10c ami 12'aC
(.'.

& B.

Sardine and Bloated Paste,

lf

25c

rots

Sardines and Bloater Paste in cans,
'. . 15c
imported
Anchovy PaAte in cans, 15c; Jars, 25c
Ubby's Cottage Ham, Chicken and
Veal Loaf, per can, 15c, 20c and 25c
PICKLES.
We carry a nice line of Pickles in
built and in bottle
All kinds of Pickles at 10c, W&c, 15c,
25c, 30c, 35c and 40c
Split Pickles, either sweet or sour,
15c
large, for

BUTTER.
MEADOW GOLD Is never surpassed
It is the highest priced
anywhere.
butter on the market. If we knew of
a higher priced butter that was worth
more we would surely have It, but we
f
do not. Always packed in
well as
packages inat exclude heat
air ami all impurities.
STRAWBERRIES.
We are now receiving dally shipments of Arkansas Berries. The quality is very fine.

MEAT MARKET.
Nice Bailed Ham, Ham Sausage, Bologna, Cervalat, Salami, Head Cheese,
Pressed Pigs' Feet, etc., can be had

at our market at right prices.
We are turning out mighty nice,
clean, sweet meat these days. If you
want something nice you know where
to get u.

odor-proo-

JAVA.

HOLLAND

This Is one of Chase

Sanborn's

&

of Penitentiary

Commis-

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
CATALOG

IS FREE.

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

BROCK & FEAGANS,
FOURTH

Jewelers

LOS ANGELES,

& BROADWAY

CAL.

HEADQUARTERS
11

u4

for W tiding Cards
Um

AanoaucejUdU at
Mew Msalcan.

New-com-

FARMINGTON BRIEFS.
Special to the New Mexican.
Farmlngton, June 5.
Watch Farmington grow!
Get on the trail that leads to Farmlngton.
The short-cu- t
to prosperity a farm
in San Juan County.
Extensive additions are planned for
he Farmington canning factory.
of the
Farmlngton pays
taxes collected in San Juan County.
The Farmlngton Fair Association
is making preparations for the fall
Fair.
r
Editor William Butier of the
is building an addition to his
residence.
contractors are Dusy erecting a
granite block store building
for Hubbard and Son.
The Granite Block Company Is
putting up another residence for It. G.
Graf in the Locke Addition.
Dr. J. A. Duff has purchased the in
terest of George K. Griffin in the
Farmington Undertaking Company.
Contractors are putting the finishIng touches to the fine school buildings being put up at the Shlprock In
dian Agency.
There is talk of tne Fair Association putting up a large exhibition
building to acommodate the coming
Fair In September.
The George-Nortoresi
dence is being pushed to completion
by the contractors.
It will be one of
the finest buildings In the valley.
There will be 20 per cent, more
votes cast In San Juan County this
coming election than there were two
years ago. This Is a conservative estimate.
Jack Frost limped into the Valley
Tuesday night and there is evidence
of his having spent a good deal of his
time In the potato and bean patches.
Very little damage was done.
The promoters of the Eden Ditch
Company say that their ditch project
is a sure go, and they hope to begin
work shortly. The ditch will reclaim
some 25,000 acres of fine land on the
east side of the Animas river.
The bhiprock Indian Agency needs
a bridge across the San Juan River.
Every year some Navajo is drowned
not to mention the poor horses that
are carried to a watery grave. Uncle
Sam could not do better than build a
bridge on the lower San Juan.
Decoration day was generally observed by our citizens. All places of
business were closed in respect to the
fitting custom of the Nation in signalizing the memory of the vast army
that gave up the precious life that
the Union might ever stand as the
Nation among Nations to give unto
to every man his right, personal and
political liberty.
one-thir-

two-stor-
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Mercantile Stationery

1

Manufacturer Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.

J

New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

IPRANCISCO DEL04.DO,

LEVI A. HUGHES,

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate
We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
:
:
:
Office West 81de of Plaza,
Santa Fe 29. M.

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.
Pine Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
J,

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

IF. AKEItS.

W.

N. TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

&

You'll
-

Have to Hurry

!.

lady just from Mexico arrived In
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get the
first pick.
A

THE ORIGINAL
OLD : CURIO

i STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO,
3

PROP.
San Francisco St.

We Are Headquarters

two-stor-

CLAYTON NEWS NOTES
Special to the New Mexican.
Clayton, June 5. The Clayton Railing Association is making preparations
for a two days' entertainment, commencing on the Fourth of July, 1906.
The program is fine and the financial
strength of the enterprise Is guaranteed by the personnel of the promoters.
Judge O. T. Toombs has just returned from the Blue Grass State
where he accompanied his daughter,
Miss Cyrene, who will spend the summer with an aunt.
Mrs. C. G. Clelland has just returned
from Trinidad where she has been attending the iuneral of Mr. Clelkind's
sister, Miss Maud. Mr. and Mrs.
Clelland's many friends extend sympathy to them.
William and Cale Giles from the
Cimarron Valley were in the city Inst
week.
F. I. Burch and family are spending
several days on their Beaver County,
Oklahoma, ranch.
O. P. Easterwood and Saturnino
have been working the Trampe-ro- s
country in the Interest of the
Floershelm-Blackwel- l
Company.
Kenneda Gibson of the Cimarron
Valley is training the Slack and Hill
thoroughbred horses for the July races.
The animals are in fine condition and
promise good work, being in the hands
of an expert horseman.
Mrs. Charles A. Law returned last
week from a two months' visit at Co
lumbus and other Ohio .points.
Mrs. Slack and daughter, Miss Ne
va, have returned from a visit with
Mrs. A. McKenzie on the Cimarron.
Bennie Lujan returns to Clayton sat
isfied after touring Texas and Oklahoma.
Mrs. L. D. Bolton and two daughters
arrived here from Alttw, Oklahoma,
last week, joining Mr. Bolton who is
engaged in the real estate "business.
They will make their future home
here.
Mr. W. S. Lackey returned from California last week. He spent the winter with his daughter who resides
within a few miles of the city of San
Francisco.
Dr. W. H. Brown went to
his old
home last week to visit the scenes of
his boyhood days. Mrs, Brown is vi- d

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

for the Best

As-

sortment of
CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS.

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dlan Curios in the United States.

siting at Richmond, Missouri, at
which place he will Join her.
John Howell met with a painful accident Monday. He was hauling grain
when one of the sacks fell from the
wagon upon him and placing him In
such a position that the wagon ran
over him breaking two ribs. While
the Injury Is very painful it is not
thought to be serious.
Miss brace Allen of Folsom passed
through town Monday on her way to
Pasamonte where she is engaged to
teach a summer school. Miss Allen
has been a teacher In the Folsom
schools for several years.
Mr. Charles Schleter
shipped fif
teen car loads of steers to Schleter &
Company, In Colorado last week.
Recent heavy rains and hall killed
several hundred lambs for the sheep
men west of town.
Considerable live stock has been
hands recently. A Mr.
changing
Moore from Monrose, Colorado, pur
chased 340 steers from R. H. Gouley.
Mr. Amos of Colorado purchased 262
head of cattle from J. W. Wiggins and
97 head from Miller Rice. Cornisn
& Harrington purchased 150 head of
stock cattle from R, W. Wagner.

sioner.
Louis llfeld, of Albuquerque, member of the Board of Penitentiary Com
missioners, has tendered bis resigns
tion to Governor Hagerman. This was
done as Mr. llfeld Is now on a Euro
pean trip and will be absent from the
Territory until the last of the present
year. Governor Hagerman has not yet
considered the matter of filling the
vacancy.
Meeting of Penitentiary Commission
ers.
The Board of Penitentiary Commis
sioners mot this forenoon at the territorial prison In special session for
the purpose of awarding contracts for
supplies for the coming six months in
accordance with advertisements published In the Santa Fe New Mexican.
Those present were: F. H. Pierce,
Las Vegas, president; W. H.
Silver City, Malaqulas Martinez,
Taos; absent, Juan Navarro, secretary.
In the absence of the latter, Commissioner Newcomb acted as secretary.
The board was busy for several
hours examining bids and samples.
The awards will be given In the New Tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock
Mexican as soon as fully determined. H. Blain's stupendous sale opens,

Times-Hustle-
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Ing It on the grounds that $500 was not
a large enough price for the lot. With
the exception of bills and other routine matters, nothing of Importance
was brought before t'he board last
night.
The business not having been'cora-pletethe members again convened
this morning, the same being present
as on fhe previous evening with the
exception of Jose Segura, who was
absent. At this, morning's session the
followlug business was transacted:
The lot on the west side of Washington Avenue adjoining the library
lot owned by the Woman's Board of
Trade was sold to the city fire depart- meat, the consideration being $200.1
The lot has a froutago of 30 feet and
a depth of 125 feet and was sold on!
the condition that the department use
it as a site for a $5,000 building which
is under contemplation.
The half lot adjoining Governor
Hagerman's residence on Lincoln Avenue was sold to the Governor for

.

-

M. DIAZ, M, D.

Chamberlain's

"MsMsbWbbJbWbbbBMs

202 Water Street.

Telephone No. 30.

Office Hours
1

to

a

m., escopt

p.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy!

:

Almost every family has need
of a reliable remedy for colic of
diarrhea at some time during the

Wednesday

and Sunday,
;

'

PRIVATE HOSPITAI,

year.

This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many years and know its value.
It has received thousands of
teatimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by
with the most satisfactory

First class accommodations for
limited numbnr of patients.
New operating rooms completely
equipped with modBrn Instruments.
Farndic, galvanic

phy-licia- ns

and static electricity.
Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs a quartet. Can
you afford to risk so much for
utile?
BUY IT NOW.

All classes of blanks are kept on
hand at the offices of the New iexl-caPrinting Company,
n

$388.

Dr. C. I. Shoop of Racine, Wisconsin, purchased of the board, the house
and lot on Lincoln Avenue, now occupied by A. J. Iioomis, paying for the
same $2,300.
J. A. Wood superintendent of the'
city schools, submitted his annual re-port, in which he entered complaints!
against J. R. Williams, principal of!
BIG BUSINESS IN
the high schools. Among other things
ne charged subordination and excesLOCAL LAND OFFICE sive
harshness towards pupils. A copy
of the
will be furnished
Mr.
Largest Number of Entries of Sundry Williamsreport
and he will be given a hearKinds Ever Made During Single
ing by the board at a future date.
Month.

I he largest number of entries
of
various kinds ever made at the local
United States land office during a single month were made during May,
1900, The records show that 205 homestead entries were made In the counties of the district. On account of the
large number of settlers who have
selected homestead tracts in the
Valley, Torrance County Is far
In the lead with 156 entries.
As the result of the distributing of
an excellent pamphlet recently published by the Bureau of Immigration,
Bernalillo County is attracting home
seekers, eighteen having
selected
homestead tracts during the last thirty
days. Colfax, Guadalupe, Mora and
Sau Juan Counties are also receiving
a share of settlers.
The manner In which the Territory
has "settled up" since the 1st of January is little short of remarkable.
Thousands of acres of land have been
taken up by home seekers whose Intention is to improve and make per
manent homes in the Sunshine Territory. Parties are now being organized in Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma who will arrive here during this
month. They will examine the public
lands and if satisfied with conditions
will make homestead entries.
The business done at the local land
office during the month of May in detail is as follows:
Number of homestead entries. 205;
acres, 31,730; final homestead entries,
3; acres 400; desert land entries, 30;
acres, 4,080.
The homestead entries were divided
among the Counties of the district as
follows; Bernalillo, 18; Colfax, 5;
Guadalupe, 6; McKinley, none; Mora.
7; Rio Arriba, 1; San Juan, 5; San Miguel, 3; Sandoval, none; Santa Fe,
none; Socorro, none; Taos, 2; Torrance, 156; Valencia, 2.
The final homestead entries were:
Rio Arriba, 1; San Miguel, 1; Santa
Fe, 1.
The desert land entries were: Bernalillo, 2; San Juan, 9; Torrance, 18;
Valencia, 1.
The total number of homestead entries made since January 1st is 745;
acres entered, 113,578; total number
of final homestead entries, 92; acres
entered 1,4342; desert land entries.
112; acres, 13,544. The total number
of entries of all kinds made since the
1st of January, 1906, is 949, and the
total number of acres entered is

J.

BOY FALLS
TWENTY FEET

3HC

New ESeidcaja

From Apple Tree Is Still In Unconscious Condition May Recover.
As the result of a fall of twenty
feet from a cottonwood tree, Sunday
afternoon about 3 o'clock. Frank Her- low, the ten years old son of Mr. and
Mrs. T. A. Herlow, of 328 Water
Street, sustained a fracture at the
base of his skull and is now in a very
critical condition.
The lad, with several of his friends
was playing In the yard of the Her
low home. He climbed to the top of
the tree, when a limb broke precipitating him to the ground. He fell on
his head In such a manner as to cause
a fracture. He was carried unconscious into the bouse and Doctors J.
,M. Diaz and David Knapp were sum
moned.
Dr. Diaz said last evening that it
was Impossible to tell how long the
boy would remain unconscious. Cases of that kind are peculiar and It Is
not practicable to Judge what the results will be. It is the opinion, however, that he will recover.

JUBUSHERS
RINTERS .
BINDERS

MARKET REPORT.

o o

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, June 5. Money on call
easy
per cent; prime mercantile paper 551-4- ;
bar silver 66.
St. Louis, June 5. Spelter steady

33

2

$5.90.
GRAIN,

LARD AND RIBS.

PORK,

Chicago, June 5. Wheat, July 80
Sept. 79
Corn July 49
Sept. 491-4- .
Oats July
Sept. 321-4- .
Pork July $16,17
September
2

341-43--

$16,191--

Lard

2

July $8.60;

Sept.

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

$8,721-- 2

$8.75.

Ribs

July $9.20; Sept. $9,121-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, June 5. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 25(g)
fine 18
30; fine medium 21251-2- ;
20.
STOCK

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

;

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

MARKET.

New York, June B. Atchison 901-8- ,
pfd. 102
N. Y.. Central 1101-8- .
Pennsylvania 133.
Southern Pacific 67.
Union Pacific 150
pfd. 941-4- .
Amalgamated Copper 1091-8- .
U. S. Steel 41
PRISONERS ARRIVED
pfd. 106
LIvE STOCK.
AT PENITENTIARY Kansas City, June 5. Cattle 7,000,
slow, steady; native steers $4.25
In Charge of U. 3. and County officers
southern
5.50;
steers $3,254.85;
Their Crimes and Sentencows i$2.503.80;
southern
native
ces.
cows and heifers $2.50 5.60; stackers
and feeders $2.504.60; bulls $2.60
U. S. Deputy Marshal Fred Wiley
4.15; calves $34.25;
western fed
yesterday delivered to the territorial steers $3.505.25; western fed cows
authorities
penitentiary
prisoner No. $2.754.25.
to
2021, Juan B. Romero, sentenced
4,000, shade lower;
Sheep
one and a half years for adultery in muttons receipts
$4.756.25; lambs $57.36;
the U. S. District Court for the Sixth
range wethers $56; fed ewes $4.50
Judicial District, by Judge Edward A, 5.75.
Mann. The prisoner's age is 36 years.
Chicago, June 5. Cattle receipts
The following prisoners were turned 25,000,
beeves $46; cows and
over last night to the penitentiary au- heifers steady;
$1.655.10; stackers and feedthorities by Sheriff Dwight C. Stev ers
$2.804.75; Texans $2.754.45;
ens, of Luna County, they having been calves $5.507,
tried and convicted at the recent term
oneep receipts 1Z.000, steady; sheep
of the District Court of Luna County,
lamos ?5.156.50.
presided over by Judge Frank W. Park
er: Prisoner No. 2022, Timateo CeCHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
.lena, sentenced to four years for
The Mexican Central has
recently
and
burglary
larceny, 22 years of age; placed on sale tickets to New York
and
No. 2023, William Mears, three
years' return, going via the Mexican Centra!
for receiving stolen to either Vera Cruz
imprisonment
or
goods, age 22 years; No. 2024, David' thence via the famous WardTampico,
SteamThomas, three years for .burglary and ship Line to New York. The
return
23
larceny, age
years; No. 2025, John will be by rail over any line to El
B. Hogan, sentenced for one year for
Paso. The entire trip, covering thoularceny, age 39 years.
sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the UniREGULAR SESSION
ted States, can be made for $122.50. A
BOARD EDUCATION more delightful trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges are
Fort Marcy Lot Sold to Elks for $500 allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
as Opera House Site.
trip Includes the City of Mexico, the
The City Board of Education met In "Paris of America,"
Further Infor
regular session in the office of Judge mation can be 'secured by addressing
N. B. Laughlin last evening, President A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
T. B. Catron in the chair.
Those Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As
present were N. B, Laughlin, Jose D. sistant General Passenger Agent. City
Sena, Jose Segura, Charles F. Easley of Mexico.
and Jose Sanchez. Absent, James L.
"A MEXICAN HOT"
Sellgman and A. 0. Ireland. The folCan always be obtained at the Old
lowing business was transacted:
The tot just at the rear of the Old Bon Ton. Here they are: Chile con
Palace building facing on Lincoln Ave- Carne, Posole, Enchiladas, Menudo.
nue, a part of Fort Marcy Addition Chile verde and any other Mexican or
was sold to Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, Spanish dish ever heard of. One trial
B. P. O. Elks for $500. The lot which will convince
you tbat they know
has a frontage of 140 feet and is 125 their bnsinesss.
feet deep, is the site chosen by the
Elks for their new opera house and
If you do not care to pay for a dally
club rooms. The proposition was dis- paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
cussed several hours before the deci. Mexican Review and get the cream of
sion was nnaiiy Teached, Mayor Cat the week's doings. It Is an excellent
ron and Judge N. B. Laughlin oppos- - paper to send to your friends.
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SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE
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DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Denver with all lino East and VVeeL
Time at Quick and Ratea ai Low as Other Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, en all through Trains.
No Tiresome Delay at Any Station.
For Illustrate Advertiaiac Matter er Isfomatloa AddrMi
S. K. HOOPER, 9. P. ind T. A., DENVER, COLORADO, sr
A. S. BARNEY, T, P. A.. SANTA FE, NEW L'EXICO.
.
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